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Introduction to the Sustainable Modes
of Travel Strategy (SMoTS)
1.1 Background
This Strategy sets out the vision of
Hertfordshire County Council to increase
opportunities for children and young people
to travel to, from and between educational
establishments by sustainable modes. It
provides a breakdown of existing school
travel patterns and outlines the actions and
processes that have been adopted to improve
the viability of sustainable travel.
The Education and Inspections Act (2006)
defines sustainable modes of travel as: -

“those that may improve the physical
wellbeing of the individuals who use
them, the environmental well-being
of all or part of the local authority’s
area, or a combination of the two”.
Hertfordshire County Council interprets this as
walking, cycling, scooting travelling by bus or
train, and car-sharing.
This Act places a requirement on all local
authorities to promote the use of sustainable
travel and transport to school. Included within
this are “children and young people of 6th form
age” and, therefore, further education colleges
must also be considered. This builds on a
substantial body of work that Hertfordshire has
undertaken such as school travel plans, safer
routes to school, accessibility planning and
other initiatives, all of which are considered
throughout this document.

Travel Strategy (SMoTS) by 31st August on
the internet each year and this can be found by
going to:
https://www.hertfordshire.gov.uk/services/
schools-and-education/travel-to-school/
school-travel-plans.aspx
Although this document is for anyone with an
interest in school travel, it is aimed primarily
at internal stakeholders, outlining their
responsibilities, and providing them with the
technical details of the Strategy. However, the
Authority is keen to ensure that any person
or group with an interest or involvement in
school travel can also contribute towards its
development and details about this can be
found in Section 2.6.
The school travel plan section of the Council’s
website is a key part of the Strategies’
delivery. It currently holds information about
active travel to school and initiatives that can
contribute to an effective travel plan.
It also hosts the Schools Locator which helps
parents and carers locate and plan the journey
to school.
https://www.hertfordshire.gov.uk/services/
schools-and-education/school-admissions/
home-to-school-transport/locate-a-schooland-plan-your-journey.aspx# -

The Act also outlines the responsibility that
each local authority has to provide travel
arrangements for children in their area,
clarifying those who are eligible for free or
subsidised travel (see Sections 2.4 and
3.8). In line with the requirements of the Act,
Hertfordshire County Council is required to
produce and publish its Sustainable Modes of
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1.2 Hertfordshire in Context
Hertfordshire is home to an estimated
population of 1,198,800 (Census 2021).
This number is projected to increase to over
1.430 million by 2039, an increase of 21%
(Local Transport Plan 4 2018). The number
of children and young people in the county
is expected to increase by 19% by 2037
(Environment Department Service Plan
2020/21). Challenges identified in LTP4
include significant housing growth planned in
future years, much greater in scale than recent
times. The county’s population is forecast to
grow by 21% by 2039 from 1.18 million in 2016
(Local Transport Plan 4 – LTP4).
Approximately 190,000 children are educated
in the county’s network of over 600 schools,
429 of which are primary schools. As such,
Hertfordshire is one of the largest education
authorities in the country. This combined with
the transport issues facing Hertfordshire as
a whole, presents the Authority with a real
challenge in the development of its Sustainable
Modes of Travel Strategy (SMoTS).
Hertfordshire has some of the highest car/van
ownership levels in the country.
83% of residents have access to a car
compared to 74% nationally (Hertfordshire
Traffic and Transport Data 2019). There are
also high levels of multiple car ownership.
Although pockets of deprivation exist, the
county is generally affluent. For many the car
is an affordable and convenient mode of travel,
and the Authority is working to encourage
these users to switch to more sustainable
modes such as walking, cycling and using
public transport.

83%

of Hertfordshire residents
have ACCESS TO A CAR

Hertfordshire’s Local Transport Plan dated May
2018 - 2031 (LTP4) has been developed to
provide a framework to guide all the county’s
future transport planning and investment. It
highlights transport problems and issues and
identifies ways Hertfordshire County Council,
as the highways authority, can deal with them
www.hertfordshire.gov.uk/ltp
Amongst others, the SMoTS will help to deliver
several policies in LTP4 such as: policy 1:
Transport User Hierarchy, policy 2: Influencing
land-use planning, policy 3: Travel Plans and
Behaviour Change, policy 5: Development
Management, policy 7: Active Travel – Walking,
policy 8: Active Travel – Cycling, policy 17:
Road Safety and policy 21: Environment.
With travel demand increasing in future years,
continued reliance on high levels of car use
will lead to worsening congestion and journey
time reliability. Further traffic growth will have
a negative impact on Public Health between
2018 and 2036 traffic is forecast to grow in
Hertfordshire by 20.5% (Hertfordshire Traffic
and Transport Data Report 2019)
The geography of Hertfordshire also impacts
on travel choice. There is no one dominant
settlement acting as the core of the transport
network, rather a number of medium sized
towns dotted across the county separated
by only a few miles. This has resulted in
complex transport interactions so, for many
children, their choice of transport to school
is restricted. East-west transport links are
much less developed than north-south routes
and represent a significant challenge to
encouraging passenger transport journeys.
To help address these issues the Council
has in place several transport policies,
growth and transport plans and associated
work programmes to improve the viability of
sustainable travel in Hertfordshire.
This Strategy will build on these existing
proposals and develop new initiatives where
necessary to increase the proportion of pupils
travelling to educational establishments by
sustainable modes.
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1.3 Vision, Aims and Objectives
The vision of Hertfordshire’s SMoTS has been
developed in conjunction with stakeholders and
key partners (see Section 2.6).
Our vision is:

“To increase opportunities for
children and young people to travel
to, from and between educational
establishments by sustainable
modes, thus improving their physical
wellbeing and/or the quality of the
local environment.”
To achieve this vision, five key aims have been
developed.

Our aims are: • To reduce the use of the car for
journeys to, from and between
educational establishments;
• To improve accessibility to, from and
between educational establishments;
• To improve child road safety;
• To improve child health through
active travel and therefore reduce
congestion and pollution around
educational establishments;
• To improve the quality of the local
environment by reducing traffic in
and around educational sites.
Together these form the overarching elements
of the Strategy and the end points that the
Authority is striving to achieve. A number of
more specific objectives have been formed to
help meet these aims.
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Our objectives are: 1) To improve walking routes to,
from and between educational
establishments;
2) To improve cycle routes to, from and
between educational establishments,
and support the installation and
improvement of cycle facilities
within them;
3) To support the delivery of passenger
transport services to, from and
between educational establishments;
4) To promote the safer use of the
sustainable transport infrastructure;
5) To inform pupils and parents/carers
of the travel options available to
them including pupils with special
educational needs and disabilities;
6) To offer engagement in the travel
plan process to educational
establishments;
7) To encourage partnership working
and strengthen links to other plans,
policies and initiatives;
8) To continue SMoTS development and
assess its effectiveness.
9) To develop Travel Plan Guidance
for new school developments and
expansions incorporated into HCC’s
Business and Residential Travel
Plan Guidance. This objective was
achieved in March 2020. -Email
Nikki a link ro rhw TRAVEL Planning
Document.
These form the backbone of the Strategy and
are discussed in detail in Chapter 5.
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1.4 Strategy Development Process
The Government’s Department for Education (DfE) has published guidance for Local Authorities
which outlines in more detail the expectations for the Sustainable Modes of Travel Strategy. It
states that there are four main elements of the duty: -

An assessment of the travel and transport needs of children and young people
- This is outlined in Chapter 3 where existing travel patterns are analysed and the
barriers to sustainable travel are discussed. The potential to increase the proportion of
children travelling sustainably is also examined.

An audit of the sustainable travel and transport infrastructure that may be used
when travelling to, from or between educational institutions - Chapter 4 provides
a summary of the transport infrastructure audit that was undertaken.

A strategy to develop the sustainable travel and transport infrastructure within
the authority so that the travel and transport needs of children and young people
are better catered for - Chapter 5 forms the main strategy and includes its aims and
objectives.

The promotion of sustainable travel and transport modes on the journey to, from
and between educational institutions – Section 5.5 looks specifically at this element
of the duty.
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The Sustainable Modes of Travel Strategy
in Context
2.1 Introduction
The school journey is not just an issue for pupils, parents/carers and educational establishments.
Many other individuals and organisations have an interest or responsibility in relation to school travel
and these key partners must be included and consulted throughout the Strategy development.
As detailed in this chapter there are also a number of existing plans, policies and programmes
in place which play a significant part in influencing the school journey. It is important to have an
appreciation of these, as well as the various targets and performance indicators that have been set
to ensure that the Strategy is successful in achieving its vision.
This chapter sets the context in which the Strategy has been developed and provides a summary
of the issues which will influence its development.

2.1 Introduction
The school journey is not just an issue
for pupils, parents/carers and educational
establishments. Many other individuals and
organisations have an interest or responsibility
in relation to school travel and these key
partners must be included and consulted
throughout the Strategy development.
As detailed in this chapter there are also
a number of existing plans, policies and
programmes in place which play a significant
part in influencing the school journey. It is
important to have an appreciation of these, as
well as the various targets and performance
indicators that have been set to ensure that the
Strategy is successful in achieving its vision.
This chapter sets the context in which the
Strategy has been developed and provides a
summary of the issues which will influence its
development.

2.2 Link to National and Regional
Policies and Programmes
Although the requirement to develop a
SMoTS is a direct result of the Education and
Inspections Act 2006, it is also the culmination
of a number of Government initiatives such as
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the Government’s 2017 Cycling and Walking
Investment Strategy (CWIS) which aims to
make cycling and walking the natural choice
for shorter journeys or as part of a longer
journey, adopting a new approach to the way
that educational establishments shape a child’s
everyday life. These can be broadly broken
down into the following categories: Educational
Reform, Health, Sustainability and Safety.
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/
government/uploads/system/uploads/
attachment_data/file/603527/cyclingwalking-investment-strategy.pdf
Announcement of the planned creation of
a second cycling and walking investment
strategy for actions beyond 2021.
Since it was produced, the Secretary of State
and the Prime Minister have significantly
expanded the ambition and funding of the
government’s cycling and walking programme,
launching the Gear change: a bold vision for
cycling and walking white paper in summer
2020 with £2 billion of additional funding over
this Parliament for active travel – the largest
amount of dedicated spending ever committed
to increasing cycling and walking in this
country. Significant delivery on the ground has
already occurred.
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Because of the coronavirus (COVID-19)
pandemic, the multi-year Spending Review
planned for autumn 2020 was postponed.
Instead, as with most other budgets, a singleyear settlement for cycling and walking
reflecting the ambitions set out in gear change
has been set for the year 2021 to 2022. The
government will set out plans for future years,
including future funding for cycling and walking
beyond 2021 to 2022, at the Spending Review
later in 2022.
(https://www.gov.uk/government/speeches/
cycling-and-walking-investment-strategy-2)
Educational Reform
Changes in national policy following the
formation of the coalition government in 2010
led to an increased emphasis on localism and
impact on outcomes which has significantly
changed the role of the Local Authority. The
Schools White Paper ‘The Importance of
Teaching’ and subsequent Education Bill
envisaged a role for the Local Authority (LA)
as champion on behalf of parents/carers and
children. With proposals that give schools
greater autonomy and responsibility for
managing their own improvement, the LA
has a more strategic commissioning role for
school places and provision, including the coordination of school admissions.
The Local Authority is expected to secure
or provide services for vulnerable pupils
and those with additional needs so that
educational establishments are supported in
tackling barriers to learning, narrowing the
gap in achievement and promoting physical
and emotional health and wellbeing. It also
retained its existing wider Children’s Services
functions for safeguarding and promoting the
welfare of children. At the same time, changes
in funding arrangements for many services and
activities have seen a significant increase in
the proportion of funding directly provided to
educational establishments rather than through
the Local Authority.
In order to meet the requirements of providing
a curriculum that meets the needs of all
learners, educational establishments are

working together in partnership groups.
Consequently, many students travel during the
school day to different sites. The SMoTS must,
therefore, consider not just home-to-school
travel but also travel between institutions,
including Further Education (FE) colleges and
independent training providers. Following the
change in law in 2014, young people must now
be in education, training or apprenticeship until
they are 18 years of age.
The Education and Inspections Act (2006)
built on the Government’s Travelling to School
Initiative (TTSI), a partnership between
schools, local authorities, the DfE and the
Department for Transport (DfT). This initiative
aimed to address the trend towards greater
car dependency and comprises a series of
measures designed to increase the use of
healthy and sustainable modes of transport and
reduce congestion in relation to pupils’ travel
to and from school. This initiative encouraged
schools and local authorities to work together
to develop school travel plans.
Although the Travelling to School Initiative
has now concluded, Hertfordshire continues
to encourage educational establishments to
engage in the school travel plan process and in
this regard uses the National Modeshift STARS
online travel plan system.
https://www.modeshiftstars.org/
Regarding Extended Schools, nationally this
has not been mentioned and it is assumed
schools will choose to continue with the
activities they value.
The Department of Education’s extended
schools programme aims to improve levels of
educational achievement for disadvantaged
children and young people by providing the
additional support that they might need to help
them reach their full potential.
Background to the extended school’s
programme
Launched in May 2006, over £100 million
of funding has been provided through the
extended schools programme over the last
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ten years. The funding allows those schools
serving the most disadvantaged areas to offer
a wide range of services or activities outside
of the normal school day to help meet the
learning and development needs of pupils, their
families and local communities.
Extended schools’ activities
Extended schools’ activities are designed to
support learning, raise school standards and
promote healthy lifestyles, enabling schools
to work closely with members of the wider
community and connect local people with local
services. Some examples include
• breakfast or homework clubs
• sport
• art
• drama
• ICT
• programmes for parents and families
• community use of school premises
https://www.education-ni.gov.uk/articles/
extended-schools-programme
From September 2011 Local Partnerships
were established to ensure a mechanism
exists to promote a local network of services
and to support schools and groups of schools.
The concept of an Extended School, with its
wider community involvement, has obvious
implications for school travel and this SMoTS
must ensure that it meets the needs of children
and young people who take advantage of these
services.
Health
Hertfordshire’s Health Insights (2019/20)
indicates that 30.0% of children in year 6 are
classified as being obese, with the national
average being 25.5% are obese and 15.4%
overweight.
A significant issue here is that, between
Reception and Year 6, childhood obesity
increases significantly. Furthermore, the link
between inequality and obesity becomes much
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more apparent by Year 6. It is noted that
Stevenage (37.1%), and Broxbourne (35.8%)
are the districts with the highest levels of Year
6 obesity, also experience significant levels of
deprivation.
Overweight and obese children are likely to
stay obese into adulthood and more likely
to develop diseases like diabetes and heart
disease at a younger age. Excess weight can
also affect self-esteem and mental health.
Obesity, as well as its related diseases, is
largely preventable and the overall health
problems associated with individuals being
overweight or obese cost the NHS over £5
billion a year.
http://obesityhealthalliance.org.uk/wpcontent/uploads/2017/10/OHA-briefingpaper-Costs-of-Obesity-.pdf
Tackling growing obesity levels requires
partnership working in many areas and
increasing levels of physical activity is a
key element. The role of active travel to and
from school, therefore, has a crucial role in
promoting physical activity and establishing
good habits/behaviours early in life. There will
also be broader benefits for a child’s family
and peers.
In the UK the average distance from home
to primary schools is 1.5 miles. At a steady
walking pace this could represent an additional
one hour of exercise each day for children
and their parents/carers who otherwise
might travel by car. In Hertfordshire the value
of encouraging active travel to school is
recognised by Public Health and the need for
schools to have an active school travel plan
is reflected in Hertfordshire Healthy Weight
Strategic Plan 2014-2019.
https://www.hertfordshire.gov.uk/
media-library/documents/public-health/
professionals/healthy-weight-strategic-plan.
pdf
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Sustainability
Hertfordshire County Council declared a
climate emergency in July 2019
https://www.hertfordshire.gov.uk/microsites/
sustainable-hertfordshire/sustainablehertfordshire.aspx and as a result of this
the Sustainable Hertfordshire Strategy was
adopted in 2020.
https://www.hertfordshire.gov.uk/
microsites/sustainable-hertfordshire/
sustainable-hertfordshire.aspx#strategy
The global Eco-Schools Award Scheme
encourages schools to consider sustainable
development at the heart of their whole school
management practices and provides practical
guidance to help schools operate in a more
sustainable way.
https://www.eco-schools.org.uk/
The Sustainable Schools Alliance is a
group of charities and Non-Governmental
Organisations, (NGOs) that helps networks of
schools to embed sustainability and learning
for sustainability throughout their school
communities, provide resources linked to the
original ‘Sustainable Schools Framework’
and Modeshift, the national sustainable travel
organisation, is a member of this alliance.
https://se-ed.co.uk/edu/sustainableschools-alliance/

https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/
government/uploads/system/uploads/
attachment_data/file/265576/4386.pdf
Based on 2019 data, the total number of child
casualties increased from 221 in 2018 to 239,
an increase of 8.1%. The KSI total increased
from 32 to 41, an increase of 28.1%.
Child casualties accounted for 21.9% of all
pedestrian casualties and 21.8% of KSI
pedestrian casualties. 30.9% of child casualties
were pedestrians and 53.7% of them were KSI.
Child casualties were 19.4% of cyclist
casualties and 14.8% of KSI cyclist casualties.
18.0% of child casualties were cyclists and
19.5% of child KSI were cyclists. 49.8% of all
child casualties were car passengers.
Hertfordshire road casualty facts 2020
The County Council also encourages parents/
carers and schools to promote safer behaviour
to ensure that children have the skills needed
to use roads safely. This is considered further
in Section 2.3.

Safety
In May 2011 the Department for Transport
published its new “Strategic Framework for
Road Safety” document.
https://assets.publishing.service.
gov.uk/government/uploads/system/
uploads/attachment_data/file/8146/
strategicframework.pdf
The framework does not include national
targets but recognises the need to teach
children how to use the roads safely as
pedestrians and cyclists. Reducing road
casualties would also contribute to the targets
for overall casualty reduction set by the ‘Saving
Lives: Our Healthier Nation White Paper’.
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2.3 Link to Local Policies and Programmes
As well as ensuring the Strategy is developed in the context of the National Planning Policy
Framework (NPPF), several key local plans and policies will significantly influence the SMoTS.
These span the many different services that Hertfordshire County Council deliver, and it is
important to appreciate how SMoTS links to them. An outline of the most relevant plans is provided
below. Figure 2.3 shows the key strategic plans in Hertfordshire that relate to SMoTS.
For information on Hertfordshire’s school transport policy, please go to Section 2.4.
Figure 2.3 Summary of key strategic plans and relevance to SMoTS

Corporate Plan 2022-25: key strategic plans and relevance to SMoTS
A cleaner and greener environment
Healthy and fulfilling lives for our residents
Sustainable, responsible growth in our county
Excellent council services for all

The Corporate Plan 2019-25 sets out the
overall vision for Hertfordshire. The Corporate
Plan explains our key priorities and how
we plan to make them happen. We want
Hertfordshire to continue to be a county
where people have the opportunity to live
healthy, fulfilling lives in thriving, prosperous
communities.
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https://www.hertfordshire.gov.
uk/about-the-council/freedom-ofinformation-and-council-data/open-datastatistics-about-hertfordshire/whatour-priorities-are-and-how-were-doing/
corporate-plan-2022-25.aspx
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Hertfordshire’s Local Transport Plan (LTP4)
2018-2031
The wider context for school travel planning is
set out in the Local Transport Act 2008 which
includes a statutory obligation for local highway
authorities to prepare a Local Transport Plan
(LTP). A new fourth Local Transport Plan
(LTP4) was published in May 2018.
This plan looks ahead
to 2050 and sets out
how transport can help
deliver a positive future
vision of Hertfordshire.
As well as providing for
safe and efficient travel,
transport has a major
input into wider polices
such as economic
growth, meeting housing
www.hertfordshire.gov.uk/ltp
needs, improving public health, and reducing
environmental damage. A core feature of LTP4
is to reduce travel demand and the need to
travel and to do more to improve conditions
for vulnerable road users and sustainable
modes such as walking, cycling and passenger
transport. This is in recognition of their role in
reducing traffic growth, reducing environmental
impact, increasing physical activity, and
improving health. In addition, the impact of
vehicle emissions on people’s health from poor
air quality has become a more prominent issue
in recent years. Changing travel behaviour in
the county is a core theme of LTP4.
Hertfordshire’s
Local Transport Plan
2018 - 2031

• Driving Prosperity
• Enhancing Places
• Supporting People

May
2018

www.hertfordshire.gov.uk/ltp
The background behind the development
of LTP4 is available on the Council’s web
pages, with access to the various reports that
preceded the plan.

Hertfordshire Transport Vision 2050
We want Hertfordshire to continue to be a
county where people have the opportunity
to live healthy, fulfilling lives in thriving,
prosperous communities.
Prosperity

• 
• Reduced need to travel
• 
• 
• 
• 

Place

• 
• 
• Improved local environment and
green infrastructure
• Heritage and places of character
retained
• Adequate, affordable &
environmentally sensitive housing

People

• Improved quality of life
• Vibrant and healthy communities
• Active and inclusive transport
• Varied and accessible employment
opportunities
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The LTP4 has accessibility integrated
throughout, aiming to improve the standard of
access for all to the key services of education,
health, work, food shopping and leisure by the
most appropriate form of transport.

Accessibility planning is at the heart of the
SMoTS development, and a considerable
amount of work has already been carried
out to determine accessibility to educational
establishments.

Hertfordshire County Council’s Accessibility
Strategy was adopted and published in
September 2019 and is a supporting document
of Hertfordshire’s LTP4. It comprises an
assessment of the level of accessibility of key
services and is available on the HCC website
www.hertfordshire.gov.uk/ltp

The Hertfordshire Road Safety Partnership
works to achieve a reduction in deaths
and injuries on Hertfordshire’s roads.
The partnership includes members and
stakeholders who work together, using a
holistic and safe systems approach to road
safety.

The vision for improving accessibility in
Hertfordshire was developed in conjunction
with stakeholders and key partners as part of
the previous Accessibility Strategy and remains
appropriate:

By working together, the partnership is able
to identify issues, prioritise them and use
methods such as engineering, education
and enforcement to reduce road casualties,
antisocial driving behaviour, communities’ road
safety concerns and costs to society.
https://www.hertfordshire.gov.uk/aboutthe-council/how-the-council-works/
partnerships/hertfordshire-road-safetypartnership/hertfordshire-road-safetypartnership.aspx

“To have a reasonable standard
of access for all by appropriate
transport to the key services of
health, learning, work, food shopping
and leisure.”

Active Travel Strategy
To increase the levels of walking and cycling in the
county, particularly for shorter journeys and as part
of longer journeys, for a positive impact on individual
health, the environment and the economy

12

To ensure active travel
contributes fully to
improving public health
in Hertfordshire.
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School Travel Plans (STPs) are another key
area to increasing sustainable travel to school
and, in many ways, form the backbone of the
SMoTS. To develop a STP, the school consults
and engages with interested parties such as
pupils, parents/carers, staff and governors.
The Maintenance for Active Travel Strategy
(MATS) sets out opportunities for highways
maintenance works to support active travel.

The aims of a STP are: • To significantly reduce the number
of car trips on the school journey.
• To increase the number of pupils
and adults travelling actively to
educational establishments.
• To make school journeys safer.
• To reduce school gate congestion.
• To reduce pollution in and around
educational sites..
• To promote sustainable travel
choices.
• To improve the health and wellbeing
of school communities and
greatly impacting health and the
environment in and around their
sites .

Hertfordshire County Council’s Active &
Safer Travel Team supports educational
establishments to develop their STPs. Each
Sustainable Travel Officer works directly with
educational establishments to provide direction
and support, resulting in a tailored school
travel plan suited to the individual needs and
circumstances of that facility.
Schools are encouraged to adopt the National
Modeshift STARS accreditation scheme
for travel planning. By working towards the
accreditation levels of green, bronze, silver,
gold and platinum schools’ evidence that the
activities they promote produce a modal shift
away from the car to sustainable modes of
travel.
In Autumn 2021, During the first half of the
new academic year, we were able to carry
out the celebration assembly at Bishop Wood
Junior School for their 3 awards. The Platinum
Accreditation, School of the Region, and the
‘Primary School of the Yaer’ Modeshift award
for their outstanding travel plan. Ross Butcher,
The Chair of Modeshift STARS was available
to present the awards which led to some
excellent photos to support the press release
and subsequent social media posts.
https://modeshiftstars.org/education-casestudies/modeshift-primary-school-of-theyear-bishop-wood-primary-school-tring/
When the Modeshift STARS approved
accreditations for the Summer Term were
announced in September we gained our
second Platinum accreditation with Killigrew
Primary and Nursery School.

Travel data is collected, together with an
assessment of the travel and transport
issues including barriers and opportunities to
increasing sustainable travel.

This SMoTS will help to ensure that it becomes
easier for schools to identify the barriers to
sustainable travel and that a clear process for
remedial action is in place.

A series of actions are then proposed to make
it easier and safer for the school community
to walk, cycle or use public transport, thereby
reducing the number of car trips on the journey
to school. The plan should then be reviewed
and updated yearly.

In addition, it will help provide schools with
the information that they need to promote
sustainable travel. Reviews of schools’ travel
plans will help schools identify new needs and
appropriate initiatives to address them.
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In line with the growth agenda for
Hertfordshire STPs are developed for new
school developments or as part of a ‘School
Expansion Programme’ and are a requirement
as part of the planning application process.
The County Council’s Highways Development
Management Group review these planning
applications and the accompanying STPs are
reviewed and commented on by HCC’s Active
& Safer Travel Team
activeandsafertravel@hertfordshire.gov.uk
The SMoTS provides an ideal platform for
issues surrounding school travel to form an
integral part of School Building Programmes.
For example, the School Streets concept (or
similar schemes), cycle parking and sheltered
waiting areas could be incorporated into plans
for new or expanded schools. Issues of road
safety can also be addressed.
The Safer Routes to School (SRTS)
programme can form an integral part
of school travel plan development. This
programme generally deals with the physical
implementation of works such as improving or
providing footway and cycle facilities, signage,
crossings, and traffic calming.
Only educational establishments that have
committed to developing a STP and have
achieved Modeshift STARS accreditation
received SRTS measures.
Road safety is one of the main concerns of
many parents/carers when considering their
child’s journey to educational establishments.
Hertfordshire’s Road Safety Partnership
Strategy is currently being revised, linking it
to LTP4, providing a collaborative approach to
reducing the number of collisions and injuries
on Hertfordshire’s roads using the “Vision Zero”
concept and the “Safe Systems Approach”.
https://www.pacts.org.uk/safe-system/
This will be achieved through road safety
education and training, safety audits,
engineering measures and enforcement.
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The Intalink Bus Strategy has been adopted
and now replaces the separate Bus and
Intalink Strategies. This sets out objectives
and actions for the improvement of the county’s
commercial bus network to be delivered
through an Enhanced Partnership arrangement
with bus operators.
https://www.intalink.org.uk/hertfordshirewelcomes-national-bus-strategy-2021
The Enhanced Partnership Scheme and Plan
sets out how this partnership will operate.
Hertfordshire’s Rail Strategy was published in
December 2020.
https://www.hertfordshire.gov.uk/medialibrary/documents/highways/transportplanning/local-transport-plan-live/railstrategy.pdf
Each of these outlines a package of measures
to improve the sustainable transport network,
helping to achieve the vision of this SMoTS.
Emissions from traffic are a major contributor
to air quality problems which can have
serious impacts on child and adult health.
The County Council seeks to reduce levels
of harmful emissions by promoting a change
in travel behaviour to encourage a modal
shift in journeys from cars to walking, cycling
and passenger transport. Therefore, SMoTS
plays an important role in delivering and
promoting sustainable transport to educational
establishments and reducing harmful
traffic emissions.
The SMoTS also feeds into the Rights of Way
Improvement Plan (ROWIP) which contains
tailored area action plans to ensure that
footpaths, cycle tracks, bridleways and byway
routes are adequately signposted, maintained,
and free from obstruction.
https://www.hertfordshire.gov.uk/
media-library/documents/environmentand-planning/countryside-accessand-management/rights-of-way/
improvement-plans/rights-of-wayimprovement-plan-201718-202728.pdf
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Finally, whilst it is important to ensure
compatibility of this Strategy with national,
regional, and county-level policies, there should
also be appreciation of Local Plans at district
level which are currently being produced by all
10 district and borough councils.

2.4 Home to School Transport
Policy
It is very important for parents and carers to
consider how their child will travel to school.
Parents and carers need to decide whether
it is more important for their child to attend a
school of their preference, which may be some
distance from their home, or opt for a school
nearer their home. For entitlement to free home
to school transport please refer to the Council’s
“Statutory Only” policy.
https://www.hertfordshire.gov.uk/services/
schools-and-education/school-admissions/
home-to-school-transport/home-to-schooltransport.aspx
Hertfordshire’s full Home to School Transport
Policy can be obtained from
www.hertfordshire.gov.uk/admissions.
This policy also covers in detail the
arrangements for low-income families, pupils
with special educational needs, disability and
mobility difficulties, and children with temporary
medical conditions.
Please note that the County Council’s
Admissions Policy and the Home to School
Transport Policy are separate.
The priority areas used for admissions are
not relevant when considering whether a child
has a statutory entitlement to school transport.
Parents and carers can make an application
to any school, but their child will only have
one nearest suitable school for transport
purposes. There is one exception which relates
to children aged 11 – 16 of families on a low
income (more information is available by going
to the above link). This means that the nearest
suitable school for transport can be different
from the “nearest school” used for allocating
places under the County Council’s Admission
Rules.

In summary, free transport will be provided
for all children attending their nearest suitable
school regardless of county boundaries where
the distance from home to school is over the
statutory walking distance. This distance is:
This distance is:
• More than 2 miles from home for children
aged 8 and under
• More than 3 miles from home for children
aged 8 and over
Schools in a neighbouring authority are
included when considering the nearest suitable
school for transport purposes. Families living
near to the Hertfordshire border may find that
their nearest suitable school, for transport
purposes, is in a neighbouring authority and
may wish to take this into account when
making their application.
Free travel may also be provided if families
are on low income or on road safety grounds
where the walking route does not meet certain
guidelines regarding safety.
The Council has due regard to the Equalities
Act 2010 and the obligations set out within
this, which aim to reduce the barriers that
people with physical or mental impairments
experience. This is considered further in
Chapter 3, Pupil Travel Needs (Section 3.8).
In addition, students aged 11 to 18 in
Hertfordshire qualify for reduced public bus
fares with a Hertfordshire SaverCard. The
current level of discount entitles the holder to
travel for half the normal adult fare, at all times,
on local bus services within Hertfordshire. For
more details see www.hertfordshire.gov.uk/
passengertransport
From September 2012, the County Council has
operated a “Statutory Only” Home to School
Transport Policy together with an Exceptions
Framework and Appeals process.
https://www.hertfordshire.gov.uk/services/
Schools-and-education/School-admissions/
Home-to-school-transport/Home-to-schooltransport.aspx
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Sustainable access to schools of preference
has been achieved through capacity building
with the support of both commercial operators
and schools to achieve arrangements which
will be cost neutral to the County Council. A full
set of these routes is available at:
https://www.hertfordshire.gov.uk/services/
schools-and-education/school-admissions/
home-to-school-transport/home-to-schooltransport.aspx
Any spare seats in Education E Routes are
sold to those applying for these seats. Seats
are allocated according to published criteria
and the published charges.
The Home to School Transport Policy aligns
with the new ways of working especially in
relation to local sustainable solutions and
community leadership.
Capacity Building Support, Partnership
and Innovation
The promotion of the School Transport
Strategy has involved significant engagement
and capacity building support with a range of
partners. The aim has been to move away from
the County Council being a benevolent funder
of discretionary school transport to one
that promotes others entering the marketplace
and maintaining sustainable options for families
sending their children to schools of preference.
For those areas where there is less
discretionary demand, particularly in a few rural
areas, there is less support to access options.
In these areas we have encouraged
sustainable travel through alternative options
e.g., community led initiatives and informal
car sharing.
SMoTS Objectives
Following the change to the statutory Home
to School Transport Policy, SMoTS has an
important role to play in continuing to promote
and encourage schools, parents/carers and
children to use sustainable travel modes for
school related travel.
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The sustainable travel agenda will continue to
be addressed through the existing package of
actions under each of its objectives e.g., the
development of the School Travel section of
the County Council’s website.
https://www.hertfordshire.gov.uk/services/
schools-and-education/travel-to-school/
school-travel-plans.aspx

2.5 Link to Targets and
Performance Indicators
As well as contributing to the aims of other
strategies, plans and policies, the SMoTS will
assist with several specific targets that have
been set by the County Council and other
organisations.
LTP4 uses monitoring data in the form of
performance indicators to assess whether
schemes/projects are leading to greater
numbers of people using sustainable transport
i.e., walking, cycling and use of passenger
transport. The Active & Safer Travel Team use
the national online Modeshift STARS travel
plan database to monitor changes in travel
to school. The LTP4 updates the monitoring
framework continues to be updated to ensure
it uses the most robust data that is easily
available.
A 2005/06 baseline figure of 57.5% was
originally established using “hands up” data
collected through tutor group surveys as this
was the most readily available at the time.
From 2005 to 2015 the “County Hands
Up survey” was carried out each year and
determined the “actual” and “preferred” travel
mode of each child that took part. Further
details about this survey can be found in
Section 3.2. Through a robust consultation
process, a 2015/16 target of 65% for children
aged 5-10 years and 78% target for children
aged 11-16 was agreed as part of LTP3 and
this target will continue as part of LTP4.
However, in HCC’s 2018 Transport & Traffic
Data Report the age groups were refined to
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5-11 years and 11–18 years and sustainable
travel is calculated at 72% for 5-11 years and
79% for 11-18 years
www.hertfordshire.gov.uk/ttdr
Since 2012 mode of travel data has not been
collected by the School Census.
Hertfordshire County Council now monitors
modal shift by using Modeshift STARS on-line
survey data system and the Living Streets online Travel Tracker system.
The DfT recommends that Local Authorities
review their mode of travel baseline data and
use School Census information (which was
collected annually) to monitor this indicator.
The ‘Hands Up in Herts’ travel survey found
that, although there was a fair degree of
variation between the two data sources for
some schools, the overall County comparison
was very close. As such, it was decided that
the current target and trajectories are still valid.
The Modeshift STARS data for the academic
year 2021 – 2022 shows that 61% of primary
and secondary school students are travelling to
school by sustainable travel in comparison to
26% of car journeys. This is a measure of the
success of school travel plans and initiatives
that the Active and Safer Travel Team deliver,
promote and support.
Section 2.3 lists the five goals of LTP4 that
are supported by SMoTS. Other parts of the
County Council have their own specific targets,
and these are examined in more detail in
Chapter 5.

2.6 Partnership Working
Each of the strategies, plans and policies
mentioned in Section 2.3 are put together
by their own specific team within the County
Council. Many of these teams work in
partnership with one another and regularly
meet to discuss links to each other’s area of
work.
Partnership working is about collaborating
to generate solutions to problems that single
agencies cannot solve, improving services that

users receive and enhancing coordination of
services across organisational boundaries.
Furthermore, various organisations and
individuals outside the County Council may
also have an interest in school travel e.g.
the ten district and borough councils within
Hertfordshire. The SMoTS must work with
these councils to ensure that it fits in with local
strategies, plans and policies.
Other interested parties include the Police, Fire
and Rescue and the Public Health teams, the
schools themselves and all those associated
directly with them e.g., governors, parents/
carers, and pupils.
The County Council also has several steering
groups and forums in place that meet regularly.
These give a valuable opportunity for officers
from different parts of the Authority to come
together and discuss the latest developments,
ideas and proposals which can include travel to
school.
The meetings represent an opportunity for
officers to discuss the latest developments for
improving sustainable travel options, decide
targets and work programmes and generally
maintain thriving working relationships.

2.7 Funding Sources
There are a few possible sources of funding
available to implement the measures identified
in this SMoTS. These may require partnership
working and the use of more than one budget
source to jointly fund the same scheme.
As discussed in section 2.3, the Local
Transport Plan sets the framework for
achieving a better transport system for all,
setting out the Authority’s local transport
strategies and policies and an implementation
programme.
Capital funding to help with the delivery of the
LTP4 is made available by central government
to Local Enterprise Partnerships (LEPs) and
through Strategic Economic Plans (SEPs).
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Authorities also receive revenue funding
for transport via the wider local government
financial settlement. The main transport
element of this is an allocation for routine
highway maintenance.
The Safer Routes to School (SRTS)
programme is provided with a budget
from the LTP for the delivery of highway
improvement schemes which encourage
safe and sustainable travel to school. SRTS
is considered in more detail in Section
2.3. Only schools which have a Modeshift
STARS accreditation are considered for
SRTS measures. The SRTS programme and
associated funding is another way of delivering
the aims and objectives of this SMoTS.
Funding assigned to the Schools Building
Programme also helped towards the
implementation of some aspects of the SMoTS
e.g., cycle storage and access arrangements
for pedestrians.
In some cases, the impact on the highway
resulting from proposed new developments
may justify the request for developer
contributions known as Section 106 monies
(S106). This means that developers pay a
financial contribution which goes towards
the monitoring of travel plans and towards
improving the sustainable transport
infrastructure in the vicinity of the site. This is to
mitigate the negative impact that the proposed
development would have on the public highway
e.g., increased traffic congestion.
New developments impact on the demand of
community facilities and the Council applies a
tariff rate for Section 106 monies so that the
level of contribution is dependent on the size
and scale of the development in question, and
this includes educational establishments when
they are required to have an accredited travel
plan for 7 years following first occupation.
The County Council’s Highways Development
Management Group deal with this aspect of
transport planning.
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For clarity, most school planning applications
are submitted under Regulation 3 of The Town
and Country Planning General Regulations
1992. This is when consent is sought for
a development carried out by a county
authority on its own land, or in a case where
the authority has a significant interest in the
development. These can be determined by
the County Council as opposed to a District
Council. In these cases, the County Council
cannot enter into a Section 106 Agreement
with itself so this will be dealt with through the
District Council’s requirement for a Planning
Condition.
For new developments, the physical design of
new residential developments should naturally
encourage motorists to drive at 20mph or less
with reinforcement by signage in predominantly
residential areas and outside schools and other
community facilities.
The LTP4 supporting strategy Hertfordshire’s
Planning and Design Guidance (Roads
in Hertfordshire), will provide appropriate
guidance on the layouts of roads including
pedestrian and cycle routes to help achieve
this. The School Streets concept (or similar
concept) is also included in our design
guidance for new and expanding schools. This
will follow accepted best practice principals
from design guidance documents such as
Manual for Streets and the Design Manual for
Roads & Bridges (DMRB).
Our partners, Living Streets received funding
through the DfT’s Access Fund for their “Walk
to 2017 – 2020” project which was extended for
1 more year to April 2021.
These partners and our officers work with
several schools and workplaces in the county
in areas of poor air quality. They promote
walking and active travel, identifying greener
walking routes to schools and workplaces.
Reducing car travel, congestion and pollution
are key priorities.
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Assessing the Travel and Transport Needs
of Children and Young People
3.1 Introduction
By identifying the travel and transport needs of pupils through School’s travel plans, the Authority
can determine whether these are met by the sustainable transport infrastructure in Hertfordshire
(see Chapter 4 for Audit of Infrastructure). Where these needs are not met, by using the
Modeshift STARS accreditation ranking system for SRTS selection, the Strategy will work towards
implementing the most appropriate remedial measures to increase the number of pupils travelling
sustainably to educational establishments.
This section analyses various data and information sources to determine pupil travel needs and
examines the barriers, both actual and perceived, to sustainable travel. It suggests possible
approaches that could be adopted to improve the situation, and this is fed into the main Strategy
and associated Active Travel Strategy 2021 which is currently being updated, to help support
delivery of LTP4.

3.2 Data Sources
The Department for Education (DfE)
recommends analysing Hands Up Survey data
to determine pupil travel needs. The Council
also benefits from its own County Travel
Survey data:
i) The

annual School Census was mandatory
for all Local Authority schools and collected
a wealth of information about each individual
pupil e.g., gender, ethnicity, age, home
location, etc. However, this is no longer a
mandatory requirement for LA schools so
since 2012 mode of travel data has no longer
been collected. Therefore, for the foreseeable
future, we will collect data through the online
school travel planning website ‘Modeshift
STARS’, the Living Streets ‘Travel Tracker’
system and the Active and Safer Travel
team’s new annual Hands Up Survey which
will be sent to every school in the County in
April 2022.
ii) The Hertfordshire County Travel Survey
is carried out every three years and consists
of a travel questionnaire and diary which is
sent to at least 42,000 households across
the County and includes information about
school journey habits.

i
ii) In January 2015 all schools in Regional
England were added to the Modeshift
STARS online school travel planning
website. Schools are now able to record
mode share data via this system. This
provides an invaluable source of data.
As part of the review of Hertfordshire’s Home to
School Transport Policy a second consultation
included an online survey so parents and
carers could inform us how they planned
for their children to travel to school from
September 2012. It is proposed to maintain
the online survey for parents and carers so
Hertfordshire County Council can collect
information about potential future demand from
parents and carers who would like to buy a
seat on a vehicle run by a third-party supplier.
This data will be used for the purpose of
potential future planning. The information
will also be considered when updating future
priorities for SMoTS.
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3.3 Data Analysis Techniques
Whilst a countywide assessment is needed to determine whether transport policies are working
overall, it is important to consider the needs of pupils at an individual level and, as such, specific
schools and colleges should be analysed. This section outlines a three-tiered approach that is used
when analysing travel mode data: -

County Level
This provides an overall picture of school travel mode share within Hertfordshire and
helps determine whether the Authority’s plans and policies are effective in meeting its
aims to increase the use of sustainable travel modes. Information at this level is also
necessary for the purposes of Performance Indicator reporting (see Section 2.5). Travel
needs identified from this feed into plans and policies at strategic level such as the
Local Transport Plan. Section 3.4 summarises this analysis.

Area Level
This method of analysis groups schools together that fall within a defined area or
category. It allows the Authority to discover whether the same issues affect several
neighbouring schools and then develop the most appropriate area-wide remedial
measures to tackle these issues. Section 3.5 provides more information about this.

Individual School Level
Travel to school information is collected through the on-line systems, Modeshift STARS
and Living Streets’ Travel Tracker and going forward, the Active and Safer Travel Team’s
Annual Countywide Pupil’s Hands Up Survey. These data sets highlight travel patterns
of interest or concern.
Analysis at this level is best achieved through the school travel plan process and this
Strategy outlines the measures which are being taken to assist in their development.
Findings at this level can also be fed into the Local Transport Plan (see the case study
in Section 3.6 for an example of this).
Please note that Hertfordshire County Council strictly adheres to the General Data Protection
Regulation (GDPR) which was introduced in May 2018 and to other confidentiality requirements.
Therefore, no individual pupil identities are ever published publicly nor do the Council publish
individual school travel data. The information used is for statistical purposes only to help in the
development of the Strategy. School travel plans always remain the property of the individual
school and it is their decision to share this information with other parties.
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3.4 County Analysis
Figure 3.1 Travel to School Mode Share for the County (Hands up survey 2018)

Percentage
Year

Walk

Cycle

Public
Bus

Dedicated Park &
Bus
Stride

Train/
Tube

Car
Share

Car

Scooting

2014/15

45.5%

3%

2.2%

3.7%

9.9%

2%

1.9%

26.6%

3.2%

2015/16

43%

2.3%

5.4%

5.6%

9.2%

1.7%

3.4%

25.6%

3.8%

2016/17

44.1%

3.7%

3%

2.4%

10.7%

1.1%

2.5%

27.5%

4.9%

2017/18

44.2%

3.9%

3.4%

2.5%

9.5%

2.1%

2.2%

27.3%

4.9%

2018/19

47.8%

4.2%

1.56%

1.05%

11.6%

0.9%

1.2%

25.5%

6.2%

In September 2020 Hertfordshire County Council’s Active and Safer Travel Team
trialled their own version of a countywide survey. A web link was sent to all education
establishments in September 2020. 118 Education establishments completed this survey.
Car travel continues to make up a significant
proportion of school journeys and this is an
area which is being addressed through the
promotion of school travel plans.
This positive trend is largely down to the work
of The Active and Safer Travel Team within
the Authority who provide specialist advice to
schools on the development of school travel
plans and deliver road safety training and
education. The Sustainable Modes of Travel
Strategy puts in place further measures to
support schools in the development and
implementation of their travel strategies to
ensure this positive trend continues.

Census figures reveal that just over half of all
children and young people across the county
live within a reasonable walking distance of
their school or college (800 metres for primary
schools, 2km for secondary schools). 16% of
pupils who live within these walking thresholds
in 2010 were still driven to school. It is these
families that the Authority particularly aims
to target in promoting the use of sustainable
travel although, in some cases, travel by car for
these short distances is unavoidable.
The Active and Safer Travel Team conducted
its an Annual Countywide Survey in April 2022
and will continue to do so for subsequent
years.
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The pie chart below provides the percentages of school travel data from the hands up survey
for 2022. In total, 62% of primary school ages 5-11 year olds are travelling to school by sustainable
travel (walk, scoot, cycle, buses, train) vs 30% of car and car share journeys.

3.5 Individual School Analysis
Analysis at county and area level provides
a general indication of overall travel trends.
However, it is only by examining individual
schools that specific travel needs and barriers
to sustainable travel are identified as wide
variations in travel mode are evident at
different schools.
Each school travel plan outlines current travel
trends and identifies existing barriers and
opportunities to active and safer travel. The
case studies that follow in this chapter provide
examples of the school travel plan process
and the success that they can achieve. The
travel plan process remains the best way of
identifying the travel needs of pupils at an
individual level.
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Section 5.7 describes the ways in which
the Strategy will support school travel plan
development ensuring vital information is
readily available to schools. A key action
included an extensive revamp of the travel
section of the County Council’s website https://
www.hertfordshire.gov.uk/services/schoolsand-education/travel-to-school/schooltravel-plans.aspx and this will be an ongoing
process.
STPs also include information about facilities
available at each school e.g., cycle parking,
changing rooms, lockers, waiting shelters,
together with information about the sustainable
transport initiatives they promote e.g., School
Crossing Patrols, walking buses, ‘Park and
Stride’ options, together with information on
walking, cycling and public transport routes
to school.
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3.6 CASE STUDIES OF SUCCESSFUL SCHOOL TRAVEL PLANS
Example of Partnership Working: -Bishop
Wood CofE Junior School Case Study
Bishop Wood School is a voluntary aided
coeducational school for children aged 7 to 11
years. The maximum capacity of the school is
240 pupils spread over four-year groups with
two classes per year. Bishop Wood School is
located in Tring town centre. There are 3 local
car parks that have one-hour free parking if a
car has to be used. The school is on a large
site with open playing fields surrounded by
hedging and trees. It has two playgrounds, an
outdoor trim trail, a small woodland play area,
gardening area and outdoor classroom. The
single-storey buildings are largely on one level
and accessible for wheelchair users. There is
a large assembly hall, a library and separate
music room.

with Hertfordshire County Council, who have
continuously supported them with their travel
plan.

Bishop Wood is a secure site with monitored
entry systems and children are supervised
at all times from 8.45am. Adjacent to the
reception area at the front of the school there
are disabled facilities and a room for private
meetings with staff. There is a disabled parking
space close to the main entrance and limited
parking spaces reserved for staff and visitors
on school business.

Hertfordshire County Council is proud of our
well-established Junior Travel Ambassador
Scheme (JTA Scheme). Bishop Wood CofE
Junior School’s JTA Scheme has run for many
years, with the LA supporting pupils to develop
their own targeted promotions and campaigns
designed to change the behaviour of their
peers and parents/carers by encouraging
active and safer travel and healthy lifestyles.

Bishop Wood CofE Junior School first achieved
gold Modeshift STARS accreditation in 2015/16
and have continued to hold gold accreditation
to date (2020). The whole school has
embraced active travel as part of their ethos
for healthy and active lifestyles. This includes
working with Hertfordshire County Council’s
and Modeshift’s partners, Living Streets. For
example, the school have been committed to
Living Streets’ Walk Once a Week programme
and Walk to School Week for several years.

Janet Reeve the Teacher and Travel Plan
Champion has been fully committed to creating
a more sustainable school on joining the
national Modeshift scheme. Since 2015 the
school community have been outstanding
in their efforts to become more sustainable,
consistently being awarded a gold Modeshift
accreditation. The pupils have been fully on
board with becoming more active daily and
understanding what the impact is of car use on
the local environment, pollution and reduced
air quality. Janet and her appointed team
of Junior Travel Ambassadors were recently
interviewed by Tring Radio to talk about their
achievements. A very proud moment with lots
of excitement, discussing creative projects
they’ve worked on to become a much more
active and sustainable school. Janet is now
using all her knowledge and experience

In 2021, Bishop Wood CofE Junior School
were awarded a Platinum Accreditation
through the Modeshift STARS scheme.
This is a fantastic achievement as they were
one of just eight schools in the country to
receive this award. Bishop Wood School have
maintained an excellent working relationship

Through booking HCC’s road safety
programmes annually, the school ensures that
pupils have the skills and training to enable
them to walk, scoot and cycle safely to school
and for other journeys so they are equipped to
be independent travellers when they transition
to secondary school. The school have the
longest running independently run pedestrian
skills training in Hertfordshire, which school
staff have delivered for more than 12 years.
They have dedicated weeks and activities
throughout these years focusing on road safety,
cycling and healthy lifestyles including running
‘Fun, Fit and Fruity Weeks’.
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to assist a secondary school in the area to
achieve Modeshift accreditation.
Since the school started working on their
Modeshift STARS travel plan many years
ago, by promoting active travel they have
maintained very low car use for the school
journey, with car use averaging around
3-5% compared to Hertfordshire’s average
of 24%. Walking numbers have also been
consistently in the 70-75% region, compared
to the County’s average of 43%. The school’s
continuous work on healthy lifestyles and active
and safer travel has embedded this ethos into
school life and have become building blocks for
future travel choices as pupils progress onto
adulthood.
Bishop Wood CofE Junior School has
continually sustained its commitment to
active travel and this is reflected in the fact
they have maintained gold Modeshift STARS
accreditation for a second time. With our
support, the school plans activities throughout
the year to ensure active and safer travel
messages are tailored to encourage positive
travel behaviours within their school community
and this reflected in their modal share of low
car use. They have been delivering pedestrian
skills training to their pupils for over 12 years
now and this is a reflection of the school’s
belief in the benefits of equipping pupils with
the skills they need to be active travellers.
Bishop Wood CofE Junior School has
continually sustained its commitment to
active travel and this is reflected in the fact
they have maintained gold Modeshift STARS
accreditation for a second time. With our
support, the school plans activities throughout
the year to ensure active and safer travel
messages are tailored to encourage positive
travel behaviours within their school community
and this reflected in their modal share of low
car use. They have been delivering pedestrian
skills training to their pupils for over 12 years
now and this is a reflection of the school’s
belief in the benefits of equipping pupils with
the skills they need to be active travellers.
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3.7 Children’s Centres, Extended
Schools and the Year 12 and 13
provision
The concept of Extended Schools is discussed
in detail in Section 2.2. These consortiums
or “clusters” of schools provide a range
of activities and services which are not
traditionally associated with school building
usage. Examples of extra-curricular use
include childcare facilities, after school clubs,
parenting and family support centres and ICT
facilities for family groups.
Young people are now required to stay in
education or training until their 18th birthday.
This means an increase in the numbers of
students travelling to, from and between
schools to 6th forms, technical colleges, and
existing Further Education (FE) colleges.
These journeys may not be at the traditional
peak times for mainstream school activities so
can create a whole new set of travel needs.
The Sustainable Modes of Travel Strategy will
help ensure that that the issue of sustainable
travel is central to the administrative
arrangements of school consortia and
collaborative courses. It is worth noting that
applications for permission to expand a school,
extend its hours of operation or change its
access should be supported by a school travel
plan.

3.8 Equality Act 2010 and Home
to School Transport Policy
Hertfordshire County Council has due regard
to the Equality Act 2010 and the obligations set
out within this. The Equality Act 2010 requires
the Council, when exercising its functions, to
have due regard to the need to: (a) Eliminate discrimination, harassment,
victimisation and other conduct prohibited
under the Act;
(b) Advance equality of opportunity between
persons who share a relevant protected
characteristic and persons who do not share it;
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(c) Foster good relations between persons who
share relevant protected characteristics and
persons who do not share it.
The protected characteristics under the
Equality Act 2010 are: • Race
• Disability
• Gender
• Age
• Sexual orientation
• Religion or belief
• Pregnancy and maternity
• Marriage and civil partnership
• Gender reassignment
When considering proposals and
recommendations for changes to
Hertfordshire’s Home to School Transport
policy, the Cabinet Panels and Cabinet were
made fully aware of, and actively considered,
the County Council’s statutory obligations in
relation to Equality. This included paying close
attention to the Equality Impact Assessment
(EQIA) produced by officers. An updated EQIA
which is included in Hertfordshire County
Council’s Integrated Plan from 2019-20 to
2022-23 is published on: https://www.hertfordshire.gov.uk/aboutthe-council/freedom-of-information-andcouncil-data/open-data-statistics-abouthertfordshire/our-policies-and-procedures/
equality-and-diversity/equality-impactassessments-equality-analysis.aspx
This will continue to be routinely monitored.
The County Council’s Admissions and
Transport Team and the Active and Safer
Travel Team have regular dialogue with
one another to ensure that sustainability is
considered when determining the most suitable
travel mode for a child.

The County Council is committed to promoting
the development of independent self-reliant
travellers and this is reflected in the decisions
reached by Cabinet between March 2011 and
October 2014.
The SMoTS includes identified outcomes
focusing on developing greater awareness and
uptake of Independent Travel Training for all
ages.
By acquiring independent travel training
skills, this will support young people with
learning difficulties to achieve the ‘Preparing
for Adulthood’ outcomes by taking part in
training, supported internships and supported
employment leading independent lives and
being part of their local community.
The Hertfordshire Local Offer provides
information and video clips on ‘Preparing for
Adulthood’.
The Local Offer has been developed following
the Special Educational Needs and Disabilities
(SEND) reforms set out in the Children and
Families Act 2014.
More information about the Local Offer can
be found at: - https://www.hertfordshire.
gov.uk/microsites/local-offer/preparing-foradulthood/independent-living/independentliving.aspx

3.9 College Travel in
Hertfordshire
In Hertfordshire there are four main colleges,
spread across several campuses.
• Hertford Regional College
• North Hertfordshire College
• Oaklands College
• West Herts College
Since September 1993, colleges have been
self-governing and separate from the County
Council.
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School Development Travel Plans
The Highways Development Management
Group at the County Council assesses the
highway implications of planning applications
which propose alterations to buildings and their
grounds and the construction of new buildings.
As part of this process, Transport Assessments
(TAs) must be submitted for larger planning
applications to analyse the effects that the
travel and transport patterns will have on
the Highway.
As part of TAs, Interim or Full Travel Plans
should also be submitted which must include
measures to mitigate adverse impacts that the
development may have. Until recently it was
usual for Decision Notices to be applied. In
the granting of school planning applications
through HCC new travel plan guidance.
https://www.hertfordshire.gov.uk/services/
schools-and-education/travel-to-school/
school-travel-plans.aspx
When appropriate, HCC now use Section 106
legal agreements to ensure new schools have
an accredited travel plan for the first seven
years following first occupation.
To enable the ongoing auditing and supervision
of Travel Plans by the county council, an
Evaluation and Support Contribution should be
secured by Section 106 obligation, linked to the
size of development. In the absence of agreed
Evaluation and Support Contribution, the
county council would be unable to supervise
and assess the long-term implementation the
Travel Plan.
Section 93 of the Local Government Act
2003 gives the power to local authorities to
charge for discretionary services. These are
services that an authority has the power for,
but not the duty to, provide.
3.10 Other Considerations
The SMoTS considers the travel needs of
those pupils who live within Hertfordshire but
attend a school outside the county. Similarly,
there are several pupils who live outside
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Hertfordshire but attend an educational
establishment within the county. Although these
pupils make up a very small proportion of the
total pupil population, their needs should not
be ignored.
There are several possible reasons why a child
may travel into or out of the county, including
parental or pupil preference, the need to attend
an educational establishment with specialist
facilities or because it is the closest school
to home.
Hertfordshire borders Bedfordshire,
Buckinghamshire, Cambridgeshire, and Essex,
as well as the London Boroughs of Barnet,
Enfield, Harrow and Hillingdon, though some
children travel even beyond these regions. The
SMoTS encourages greater dialogue between
neighbouring authorities (see Section 5.8).
The Authority also has a duty to consider
children below compulsory school age so
must also engage with nursery schools. The
potential to shift travel to more sustainable
modes is perhaps more limited given the young
ages involved and the need for children to
be accompanied on their journey. However,
initiatives such as road safety education,
beginner cycle training and fun skills (cycling)
and wider publicity surrounding the benefits of
sustainable school travel to appeal to parents and
carers are particularly relevant in these cases
and the SMoTS should link closely with these.
Academies, Free Schools, and Independent
schools must be included in the Strategy and
the Active and Safer Travel Team supports
these establishments too. The SMoTS includes
working with all schools to ensure that the
Council’s goal of achieving greater sustainable
school travel is met.
Finally, although not a mandatory requirement
of the SMoTS, it is hoped that staff travel can
be addressed too. The provision of new or
improved sustainable transport infrastructure
should be of benefit to not only pupils, but
also those that teach or assist them, and their
needs can be considered within the wider
processes.
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Audit of the Existing Sustainable Travel and
Transport Infrastructure
4.1 Introduction
As part of the Strategy`s development, an audit of the existing sustainable travel and transport
infrastructure was carried out. This has allowed Hertfordshire County Council to determine whether
the mapped network is comprehensive and up to date. Work was commissioned to fill the gaps
identified and to make sure the information held is reliable and continues to be so.
Figure 4.1. A Pedestrian Crossing Outside Peartree Spring Primary School in Stevenage,
Delivered Through the Safer Routes to School Scheme

4.2 Pedestrian Routes and
Crossings
Footways next to roads are well mapped on
the county’s highway mapping system, and
an assessment of their condition is regularly
carried out and logged on to the UK Pavement
Management System (UKPMS). The Rights of
Way Network (including condition) is also well
mapped and maintained.
In addition, many other footway routes
have been, and continue to be, fed into the
Designated Route Network (DRN) for school
admissions purposes.

Work has also been completed to ensure
that all pedestrian crossings in the county are
mapped and the County Council’s Active and
Safer Travel Team has details of all School
Crossing Patrol locations.
Overall, the pedestrian network is well mapped
and up-to-date, and processes are in place to
ensure that this continues to be the case.
A study of the complete pedestrian network
shows that routes are substandard for some
schools in rural locations. This is generally
because many lanes have no footways or
formal crossing points. Several schools within
urban areas also suffer from substandard
routes such as poor pavement widths or
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indirect pedestrian paths which do not follow
“desire lines”. This is particularly the case in
historic town centres and can limit accessibility
for those with disabilities.
However, these are general observations and
issues surrounding pedestrian routes tend to
be very specific for each individual school and
each individual school journey. As such, an
analysis of the pedestrian network at a Safer
Routes to School (SRTS) local level should

be undertaken. Schools with accredited travel
plans are prioritised for selection engineering
measures. The SRTS teamwork with those
schools using their travel plan to identify
barriers and to explore highway measures that
could help to encourage sustainable journeys
are explored. School Crossing Patrol sites are
risk assessed annually and this information is
also fed into the SRTS process.

4.3 Cycleways and Cycle Facilities
The county has several very good strategic routes, and some urban areas benefit from a good
cycleway network e.g. Stevenage.

Consider first

Traffic reduction – to reduce competition for road space
Speed reduction – to reduce the speed differential between
different modes
Tackle problem sites – junction treatment, hazard site treatment,
traffic management
Redistribution of the carriageway (bus/cycle lanes, widened
nearside lats etc)
Segregation of cyclists from other traffic – Cycle lanes, cycle
tracks constructed by reallocation of carriageway space, cycle
tracks away from roads

Consider last
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Conversion of footways/footpaths to unsegregated shared use
cycle tracks alongside the carriageway
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Maps have been produced of the Hertfordshire
cycle network and local cycle maps have been
developedCounty Map
https://www.hertfordshire.gov.uk/medialibrary/documents/public-health/health/
cycle-routes-in-hertfordshire-map.pdf#
Other route maps:
https://www.hertfordshire.gov.uk/services/
recycling-waste-and-environment/
countryside-management/walking-andcycling-routesaspx?searchInput=&page=1&
resultsPerPage=10&view=card&categoryfilt
ers=0/1/22/626/627/657/659
Paper copies are available on request from
cycling@hertfordshire.gov.uk
The improved mapping of the Hertfordshire
cycle network highlights which areas are well
served by the cycleway network and which
areas may need improving. This will assist in
the prioritisation of areas which could benefit
from new cycle routes and facilities. When
assessing new routes and determining the best
measures to encourage cycling.
Consideration will, therefore, be given to
encouraging children to cycle by improving
safety around schools and in residential areas
where appropriate.
Schools should assess their cycle facilities e.g.,
cycle parking, lockers, showers and changing
rooms as part of the school travel plan
development process.

4.4 Public Transport Routes and
Infrastructure
The settlement pattern of Hertfordshire,
with its widespread towns and a north-south
dominated transport system has created a
complicated pattern of movement, heavily
reliant on personal motor vehicles that lead to
local congestion and pollution on some roads.
Furthermore, Hertfordshire facilitates
movement to some key strategic economic
areas in the UK. Issues on these networks can
have serious implications for the economy,
Hertfordshire residents and users of the
network.
Hertfordshire is both a complex and a difficult
geographical area in which to provide viable
and sustainable bus services. Hertfordshire
has some of the highest car/van ownership
levels in the country. 83% of residents have
access to a car compared to 74% nationally
(Hertfordshire Traffic and Transport data 2019).
Between 2003 and 2018 the population in
Hertfordshire grew by 13% whilst traffic levels
grew by 9% in the same period. However, it
should be noted that traffic levels fell by 1%
between 2017 and 2018. Traffic increased by
1.7% between 2015 and 2016. The county
has many small towns with surrounding green
belts which do not create natural conditions for
commercial bus operation. The bus is used for
7% of journeys between 3 and 10 miles and
3.5% of journeys overall. Travel to school by
bus in Hertfordshire is 8% (Hertfordshire Traffic
and Transport data 2019).
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The County Council needs to be able to further
facilitate the development of the bus network
by giving a clear policy lead and identifying
those strategies which it believes will address
the problem. This will help operators shape
their businesses to meet shared objectives and
improve the dialogue for operators to influence
actions by the public sector.
The County Council believes that its Intalink
Bus Strategy published in February 2020
helps residents understand how we are going
to work with commercial operators to improve
the county’s bus network. The document sets
out 5 objectives and 15 associated actions
which will be delivered through the Enhanced
Partnership that we have developed with bus
operators and launched in April 2020.
It is also of use to potential developers to
establish how their proposals fit in with our
aspirations and the steps they need to take to
make development more sustainable.
Current transport legislation offers limited
powers/controls for the County Council to
fundamentally change the commercial bus
provision, yet expectations and aspirations are
high for an integrated, high-quality bus and rail
network.
The recent publication of the National Bus
Strategy (DfT March 2021, Bus Back Better
- GOV.UK (www.gov.uk) details that the
Integrated Transport Unit are working to
understand the implications and opportunities
for Hertfordshire.
The Intalink Bus Strategy sets out the
framework of strategic and detailed policies
for passenger transport, the current situation
and the challenges facing Hertfordshire. This
provides the basis for the development of the
network and infrastructure and the 5 objectives
and 15 associated actions that we will work
with operators to deliver through the Enhanced
Partnership.
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Hertfordshire County Council anticipates
that the Intalink Bus Strategy provides the
basis for local solutions within a countywide
context. Our aim is that strategies being
developed at a more local level (e.g., Growth
and Transport Plans (GTPs) and other town
and area-based strategies) will be in alignment
with the objectives and priorities contained
in the Intalink Bus Strategy. We also work
with District and Borough Councils in the
development of their Local Plans to ensure
alignment with the policies in LTP4 and its
supporting strategies including the Intalink Bus
Strategy.
As such, the overall Intalink Bus Strategy
supports the key challenges facing
Hertfordshire County Council in terms of
economic growth and carbon reduction through
transport provision.
https://www.hertfordshire.gov.uk/medialibrary/documents/highways/transportplanning/local-transport-plan-live/intalinkbus-strategy-feb-2020.pdf
The County Council’s Local Transport Plan
(LTP4) 2018-2031 gives growth, planning
and economic context and direction for
Hertfordshire and sets out the high-level
policies, strategies and actions to maintain and
manage the transport network and address
the identified challenges. We will continue
to work with the private sector through our
partnerships. It also sets the scene for more
detailed plans and strategies for areas of the
county against the background of ongoing
pressure on public service budgets.
More detail can be found at:
www.hertfordshire.gov.uk/ltp
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Hertfordshire County Council has launched the
new Intalink Enhanced Partnership promotional
vehicle as part of its campaign to encourage
more people to use public transport and leave
the car at home, promoting public transport
to shoppers, leisure users’, commuters,
businesses, schools, colleges, and universities.
The on-board hardware and software will
promote the public transport facilities and
products that are in place around Hertfordshire,
helping to increase the number of people using
bus and rail services.
The new vehicle is equipped with:
• 3 interactive displays for customers to
access, accessible for all users such as
those with disabilities.
- Journey planner
- The Intalink website
- Bus timetables including printing functions
- Events section
- Feedback function
• 2 x real time departure screens – 1 x interior
and 1 x exterior
• Mockup bus stop – with stop specific
timetable
• Printed bus and rail publicity
You can find out where the promotional vehicle
will be visiting and how to book at
www.intalink.org.uk/events

4.5 Road Safety Education
and Training
The County Council’s Active and Safer Travel
Team promotes road safety education and
delivers road safety training in Hertfordshire.
Early Years and primary school road safety
education focuses on pedestrian skills training
and Bikeability training to national standards.
https://www.gov.uk/guidance/the-nationalstandard-for-cycle-training

Sustainable Travel Officers train year 4 pupils
pedestrian skills to pupils. using the local area
around the school, children are encouraged
to consider the road environment and develop
practical skills for road safety and crossing the
road.
Interactive initiatives support pedestrian skills
training for Key Stages 2/3 and, as such, a
member of Hertfordshire County Council’s
Active & Safer Travel Team worked as an
adviser to a new series of road safety films
produced by the Department for Transport
(DfT).
Following in the tradition of iconic campaigns
such as ‘Kerb Drill’, ‘Tufty the Squirrel’, ‘The
Green Cross Man’, ‘Hedgehogs’ and ‘Tales of
The Road’, the new films support DfT THINK!
educational resources for teachers and young
people.
https://www.think.gov.uk/education/?dm_
i=4MK F%2CA7M1%2C2SVLMQ%2C149R
J%2C1
The first film is aimed at the 3-6 age group
which the Active & Safer Travel Team advised
on entitled ‘Crossing roads: kids know best’
and is available online via the THINK website
at https://www.think.gov.uk/education/age/3to-6/.
The other series of films are for the 7-12 age
group and the 13-16 age group are available
by following these links: https://www.think.gov.uk/education/age/7to-12/
https://www.think.gov.uk/education/age/13to-16/

https://bikeability.org.uk/
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In addition, the team run a ‘Distractions’
programme for Year 5 pupils, aged 9 - 10 years
of age, as they start to think about transition
to secondary school. Child casualties (015 years) decreased by 11.5% (4) to 261.
There was 1 child fatality, the first since 2014
(Hertfordshire Road Casualty Facts 2018).
27.6% of child casualties were pedestrians and
being distracted by mobile devices or wearing
headphones is often cited a factor for this age
group. The workshop is designed to help pupils
understand the importance of not using mobile
phones or wearing headphones whilst crossing
the road.
The Active and Safer Travel team have a
new holistic suite of initiatives covering every
primary age group,

Reception: story with extension activities

Year 1:

story with extension activities

Year 2:

Scooter Skills programme with
extension activity

Year 3:

Safer Crossing Places with
extension activity

Year 4

Pedestrian Skills programme
with extension activity

Year 5:

Distractions programme
with extension activity/quiz
worksheets

Year 6:

New programme. Street
Engineer Design Scheme

The Active and Safer Travel Team also run
training courses for children and adults to
improve their cycle skills. Bikeability Level 1 is
aimed at children aged 8/9 years to develop
off-road cycle skills prior to taking Level 2
on-road training at age 10 plus. After passing
Level 2, students can take Advanced Training
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at Level 3, which includes how to plan their
route to school. More recently the team
have provided Level 2 Bikeability training for
adult asylum seekers and unaccompanied
child asylum seekers who are in the care of
Hertfordshire County Council. Disability bikes
have been used to deliver specialised cycle
training.
HCC’s Cycling Team linked up with the
Inclusion 2020 Team and their guides to deliver
cycle training to 13 visually impaired young
people. Using a range of bikes from trikes
to road bikes, the team were able to get all
13 riders to independently cycle during the
session. This was a massive achievement
and a first for the team to work in this field of
impairment, having previously worked with
physical and mental disabilities along with
hearing impaired riders.
One of the many developing partnerships
such as the one the Herts Disability Sports
Foundation and the Hertfordshire Cycling
team. The combination of SEND specialists
and National Standard Cycle Instructors to
teach level 1 Bikeability training, means that
training can be tailored to each individual
needs and requirements. Over the last couple
of years, the combined team has delivered
Bikeability training to young people with
special educational needs, totalling hundreds
of sessions, vast exceeding the original 100
session target. Training has taken place over
most districts in Hertfordshire, with a 94%
satisfaction figure the training was extremely
well received by riders, parents and carers.
A total of 8900 individuals successfully
completed the Bikeability or an additional cycle
training programme during 2019 with HCC this
year (up 34% in 3 years). Note that this data is
due to incomplete 2020 data due to COVID-19.
The Active & Safer Travel Team encourages
teachers to plan programmes of work so that
they can include road safety in their subject
areas or in the PSHE programme.
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In addition, Hertfordshire has in place an
Independent Travel Training programme to
support children and adults with learning
difficulties and/or disabilities on how to use
public transport is overseen by the Admissions
and Transport team in Children’s Services.

4.6 School Based Sustainable
Travel Initiatives and
Infrastructure Provision
The Active & Safer Travel Team provides
advice on how to set up Walking Buses and
Park and Stride schemes. The team also
promotes and supports national campaigns
such as Walk to School Week, Clean Air Day,
and the Big Walk and Wheel. It is the schools
themselves that coordinate these campaigns.
These are all considered in more detail in
Section 5.5.

4.7 Other Highway Features
The Authority has a highway mapping system
which shows speeds limits and classifications
of all roads, some zig-zag markings, areas of
traffic calming, and which routes are lit.
The work of the team feeds into this process to
ensure information held on the system is in a
format which allows highway features relevant
to school travel to be clearly shown, easily
accessible and regularly updated.
The Speed Management Strategy (SMS) July
2020 is County’s consultation document to
support the County’s Local Transport Plan
(LTP4). It sets out a consistent approach to the
setting of speed limits based on the function
and nature of the route as set out in the
Department for Transport Guidance Document
Circular 01/2013 – Setting Local Speed limits.
Weblink: - https://www.hertfordshire.gov.uk/
about-the-council/consultations/transportand-highways/speed-strategy-2020.aspx

where maximum mean speeds are measured
as 30mph or less prior to implementation.
Although being advisory these are not legally
enforceable, they are potentially an additional
tool to encourage behaviour change in these
areas and should ultimately be self-enforcing
without accompanying physical traffic calming
measures. An advisory 20mph limit sign can
be mounted with the school warning lights
and school ahead warning sign. The advisory
limit will be active when the lights are flashing
during school operating hours. In general,
this will be school drop off and pick up times.
The default position in Hertfordshire is that
20mph will be a first consideration (where the
environment is suitable) when new schools
are proposed, or significant changes are made
to existing school facilities. These would be
mandatory limits where appropriate.
At school entrances, the main concerns tend to
be related to dangerous parking at the school
entrances. The absence of School Keep
Clear markings and double yellow lines on
the carriageway can be contributing factors to
this. Implementation of such measures require
Traffic Regulation Orders (TROs). This is a
statutory process. The County Council follow
best endeavours to promote and implement
such measures with the aim of addressing
dangerous, illegal, inconsiderate parking and
to improve visibility in the interest of highway
pedestrian safety.
The County’s requires 4m wide shared
cycleways near every school entrance in
accordance with the new CD195 of the Design
Manual for Roads & Bridges (DMRB) – Table
E/3.1 Weblink: https://www.standardsforhighways.co.uk/
dmrb/search/5bb8f60c-737b-49f8-8c40522a49038eff

According to the SMS, Advisory 20mph speed
limits can be introduced outside schools
where the environment is appropriate and
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4.8 Barriers to Delivery of the
Strategy
Bullying and poor behaviour can occasionally
influence the travel choice of a child who may
wish to be transported to school by car rather
than travel alone on foot, by cycling or on
public transport.
Hertfordshire County Council keeps a record
of incidents of bullying and poor behaviour on
the bus network. They have Liaison Officers
who deal with the problems of poor behaviour
and works directly with bus operators, schools,
parents/carers, and pupils affected to resolve
issues.
Hertfordshire County Council has produced
a Schools’ Guidance Behaviour Code of
Conduct together with a Pupil’s Guide to Good
Behaviour which is sent out when bus passes
are issued.
In addition, the Authority has produced a
“How to Catch a Bus” guide which provides
references to timetable information and gives
practical advice on safer ways to travel on
buses. This is sent to all students who are
moving up to secondary school who have a
bus pass issued to them.
As mentioned earlier, pavements and Rights
of Way are regularly inspected, and their
condition recorded.
Work is routinely carried out to maintain and
improve these non-emergency routes. Issues
with narrow and/or poorly lit pavements are
identified in a school’s travel plan and the
most appropriate remedial actions can then be
considered.

The consultation process looks to provide
parents, carers, and pupils with the information
that they need for reassurance. In addition, a
key part of a school’s travel plan is to ensure
that parents, carers, and pupils can have their
input so that these perceived barriers are made
known to the Authority and can be considered.
In 2011 the national walking charity, Living
Streets, surveyed over 2,000 children and
young people between the ages of 7 and 14
from across the United Kingdom to find out
their perceptions and experiences of walking to
school. The survey highlighted the barriers that
children and young people face.
It was revealed that over a third (36%) were
scared about walking to school because of
speeding traffic.
One in five children were concerned about the
lack of safer crossing points on their journey to
school.
Many pupils reported fearing walking to school
alone, with nearly one in five secondary school
pupils worried about being bullied and 39%
scared by the risk of stranger danger.
One in five primary school pupils don’t walk to
school because their parents/carers don’t have
time to walk with them.
52% of primary school aged respondents were
not allowed to walk to school without an adult
walking with them. This dropped to only 14% of
secondary school pupils.

It is also important to make the distinction
between actual barriers to sustainable travel
and perceived barriers. In some cases, a
person’s perception of a barrier may not be
accurate or can be easily overcome by small
changes.
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4.9 Accessibility Mapping
LPT4 has accessibility integrated throughout,
aiming to improve the standard of access for
all to the key services of education, health,
work, food shopping and leisure by the most
appropriate form of sustainable transport and
Hertfordshire’s Accessibility Strategy 2018 –
2031 produced in July 2019 is a supporting
document of LTP4. The DfT describes
accessibility as,

“Accessibility is the extent to which
individuals and households can
access day to day services, such as
employment, education, healthcare,
food stores and town centres.
Accessibility statistics will reflect
both the current transport network
and land use planning.”

https://www.hertfordshire.gov.uk/
media-library/documents/environmentand-planning/planning/planning-inhertfordshire/ltp-accessibility-strategymarch-2006.pdf
As part of this, research was carried out
to determine how accessible educational
establishments are to the people of
Hertfordshire by sustainable modes (walking,
cycling and public transport). These are
summarised below as maps in Figures 4.2
Walking to Primary schools, 4.3 Cycling to
Secondary schools and to Further Education
establishments. 4.4 Public Transport to Further
Education.
Each one provides an illustration of the time
taken to travel to the nearest educational
establishment by a sustainable mode. Areas
which are uncoloured fall beyond the times
listed in the key.

Figure 4.2 Walking Accessibility to Primary Schools
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Figure 4.3 Cycling Accessibility to Seconday Schools

Figure 4.4 Public Transport (Bus & Rail) Accessibility to Further Education Colleges
Primary Schools (AM Peak)
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These maps show some interesting patterns.
Of the areas mapped, the majority have
reasonably good access to their local primary
school by one or more sustainable modes. The
large urban conurbations typically have several
primary schools located in close proximity to
one another, meaning urban based residents
have journey times of less than 10 minutes.
This can extend to 20 minutes in those areas
immediately around the urban boundary, or for
locations which lie along direct routes into an
urban area. It is not surprising that more rural
areas have higher journey times, generally
exceeding 20 minutes.
For secondary schools, more areas
experience a greater journey time. This is
largely since there are fewer secondary
schools than primary schools and so there is
not the same proximity for most households.
The urban/rural divide as seen with primary
schools still exists but is generally more
pronounced. Significant areas of north and
east Hertfordshire lie more than 20 minutes
from the nearest secondary school and other
pockets with higher journey times can also be
clearly identified.

the implementation of a direct sustainable
route would not reduce the journey time to a
lower band width and the only solution would
be to build a new school close by. However,
the exercise is useful when considered in
combination with other areas of the Pupil
Needs Assessment.

4.10 Summary of the
Infrastructure Audit
The County Council generally
has very good coverage of the
sustainable transport infrastructure;
Although some general observations
about the sustainable transport
infrastructure can be identified, it is
only when examining specific schools
that the real issues become apparent.
This highlights the importance of the
development of school travel plans for
all schools.

For further education colleges, the time
bandwidths have been altered somewhat to
reflect the fact that most people are willing,
and expect, to travel further to these more
specialist establishments.
Figure 4.4 shows that large areas across the
centre and south of the county have good
access to a further education college (less
than 30 minutes) though, once again, it is rural
north and east Hertfordshire which are least
well served (greater than 30 minutes).
There are limitations to the current
methodology of accessibility mapping which
should be acknowledged. For example, the
software will simply recognise that a footpath
exists but does not consider its condition and
suitability. It is also worth noting that in some
of the most remote areas of the county even
Healthier, Safer, GreenerJourneys to School August 2022/23
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The Strategy
5.1 Introduction and Aims of the Strategy
This chapter outlines the key actions to be taken to deliver the Strategy. It is the heart of
this SMoTS document and has been developed by bringing together the Pupil Travel Needs
Assessment (Chapter 3) and the Transport Infrastructure Audit (Chapter 4)..
This exercise has led to the development of five main aims:

1

To reduce the use of the car for journeys to, from and between
educational establishments;

2

To improve accessibility to, from and between educational
establishments;

3

To improve child road safety and the safety of the school community;

4

To improve child health including to help address obesity, to increase
physical activity, improve mental health and wellbeing and to improve
air quality.

5

To improve the infrastructure of the local environment.

Following consultation with internal stakeholders, eight objectives (statements of intent) were
created to help achieve the aims: -
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1

To improve walking routes to, from and between educational
establishments;

2

To improve cycle routes to, from and between educational
establishments and improve the cycle facilities within them;

3

To support the delivery of passenger transport services to, from and
between educational establishments;

4

To promote safer use of the sustainable transport infrastructure;

5

To inform children and parents/carers of the travel options available to
them (including pupils with special educational needs and disabilities);

6

To engage all schools and colleges in the travel plan process;

7

To encourage partnership working and strengthen links to other plans,
policies and initiatives;

8

To continue SMoTS development and assess its effectiveness.
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5.2 Objective 1: To improve
walking routes to, from
and between educational
establishments
The Travel Needs Assessment (Chapter 3)
The Travel Needs Assessment (Chapter 3)
found that walking represents the most popular
mode of travel.
Journeys on foot are more suited to shorter
distances and reasonable thresholds are
considered to be 800 metres for primary
schools and 2km for secondary schools.
There may be legitimate reasons for such
short-distance car use however, such as the
lack of an appropriate walking or cycling route,
or a pupil with a special educational need or
disability.
Where an appropriate route exists and
there are no other limiting circumstances
surrounding the child being driven, the parent/
carer should be made of aware of the route
and its use promoted. Route promotion and
information provision is examined further in
sections 5.5 and 5.6. Where a route does not
exist or it is not suitable for pupils to use e.g.
poorly lit, narrow paths, etc. investigations
should be made to see if this situation can
be remedied. These types of issues can
be identified in a school’s travel plan for
consideration for Safer Routes to School
(SRTS) ranking.

5.3 Objective 2: To improve
cycle routes to, from
and between educational
establishments, and improve the
cycle facilities within them
Cycling is a realistic option for journeys of
up to five miles where an appropriate route
exists and if the necessary facilities are
provided within the school. Although cycle
journeys represent a small proportion of all
school journeys. Some schools, and groups
within them, have a higher proportion of pupils

travelling by this mode. Modeshift STARS
data for 2018/2019 shows that 4.2% of
Hertfordshire pupils cycle to school.
The physical implementation of works in
and around the highway to improve or add
to the cycle network will be a key part of
Hertfordshire’s Active Travel Strategy which
is currently being updated, but it will also
recognise the importance of the promotion of
these routes.

5.4 Objective 3: To support the
delivery of passenger transport
services to, from and between
educational establishments
Education trips represent a significant
proportion of journeys on the Hertfordshire
bus network and around 15,000 pupils use
the local bus network to get to their place of
education (LTP4). The County Council works
with bus operators, schools and parents and
carers to enhance and support access to
education services, as well as the needs of the
wider public, and address other environmental,
economic, and social objectives.
Most public bus services in Hertfordshire are
operated by the private sector on a commercial
basis. In 2016 this represented approximately
94% of registered local services, by usage.
Hertfordshire County Council plans and
contracts the remainder of local bus routes to
ensure access to services and meet the need
of residents which would not otherwise be met
commercially. The operation of these routes is
determined using value for money criteria set
out in Appendix 1 of the Intalink Bus Strategy.
The County Council works closely with
local bus and coach operators through the
Enhanced Partnership to develop and improve
the commercial and contracted Hertfordshire
bus network. The partnership delivers
investment in infrastructure and technology
and co-ordinates bus information, publicity,
and marketing. The County Council also works
with partners such as developers, other local
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authorities, and central government to seek
wider investment in the bus network.
Hertfordshire County Council’s policy is to
provide free home to school transport for
pupils with a statutory entitlement and a
network of education coach and taxi services
is contracted to meet this demand where
existing public transport services cannot.
Tickets are issued to eligible students for
travel on local commercial and contracted bus
services, education coaches and taxis and
train services as appropriate.
West Midlands Trains provide young
people taking up apprenticeships 3 months
free rail travel and offers for interviews,
training, and employment. https://www.
westmidlandsrailway.co.uk/about-us/waywork
A Hertfordshire SaverCard ticketing initiative
has also been developed to offer half price
travel for those aged 11 to 18 in full time
education on all bus services in the county
https://www.hertfordshire.gov.uk/services/
Schools-and-education/Travel-to-school/
Savercard
The County Council’s role in respect of the
railway network is different from the bus
network. It helps to set the strategic context
in which rail services operate but has no
direct influence on the specification of those
services, nor control over their operation. The
County Council’s overall aspirations for the
rail network are set out in the Council’s Rail
Strategy.
Below is the link to the Intalink Bus Strategy
and Enhanced Partnership Scheme and Plan.
https://www.hertfordshire.gov.uk/services/
recycling-waste-and-environment/planningin-hertfordshire/transport-planning/
transport-policy-and-supporting-strategies.
aspx
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The County Council does, however,
have some influence over facilities and
improvements at stations, such as bus
interchanges, the provision of secure cycle
storage and on the marketing and promotion
of services. The County Council, therefore,
has an important role in integrating the bus
and rail networks where possible, including the
provision of joint rail and bus travel to eligible
students
Further information:
• Local Transport Plan 4
• Enhanced Partnership June 2019
• Rail Strategy June 2019
• Home to School Transport Policy
https://www.hertfordshire.gov.uk/services/
schools-and-education/school-admissions/
home-to-school-transport/home-to-schooltransport.aspx
Intalink website (www.intalink.org.uk)

5.5 Objective 4: To promote the
use of the sustainable transport
infrastructure
Promotion is one of the main stages of the
SMoTS development as instructed by the
Government’s Department for Education
(see Section 1.4). This demonstrates the
importance placed on promotional activity
alongside physical improvements to the
sustainable transport infrastructure.
Hertfordshire County Council has a long
history of proactively marketing and promoting
use of the sustainable transport infrastructure.
For example, the County Council participates
each year in Walk to School Week, a
national initiative run in May and October by
the pedestrian charity Living Streets. This
encourages parents, carers, pupils, and
teachers to think about their journey to and
from school and the benefits that walking could
have for them and the environment.
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The Active and Safer Travel Team provide
resources to encourage participation such
as downloadable charts and online activities.
In May 2019 64,642 pupils (almost 54% of
primary schools) took part in Walk to School
Week i.e., 233 out of 429 schools engaged in
this activity.
Walking Buses are an ongoing initiative which
consists of a group of school children walking
to, from or between schools with parents/
carers or volunteers, one of which acts as the
‘driver’ and leads the way and another, the
‘conductor’, stays at the rear. The Walking
Bus established with HCC support use a
set risk assessed route, stopping to collect
pupils along the way. The world’s first ever
Walking Bus began in Hertfordshire in 1998 at
Wheatfields Junior School in St. Albans, with
help from the Safer Routes to School team at
Hertfordshire County Council.
Back in the 1990s it was a ground-breaking
solution to the school run. The scheme has
crossed continents and travelled as far as New
Zealand, Australia, and Canada.
Not only do walking buses cut down on
the number of cars on the roads at peak
times, but they also help pupils learn good
road sense and keeps them fit. Our team of
Sustainable Travel Officers assist schools
to set up and maintain walking buses. More
recently schools have embraced the concept
of Walking Buses to address issues of poor
or late attendance. These schools have
established Walking Buses that the teachers
lead, and they have a set risk assessed route
which collects pupils that either do not attend
school on a regular basis or are persistently
late. This in turn helps these schools with their
Ofsted ratings.
Hertfordshire County Council received the
Prince Michael International Road Safety
Premier Award in 1999 for the creation of
the Walking Bus initiative and, in 2017,
officers from the Active and Safer Travel
Team were proud to be invited to attend the
Prince Michael International Road Safety

Awards event which recognised 30 years
of road safety achievements by road safety
professionals.
Another initiative which HCC actively supports
is Park and Stride, this initiative is designed
to encourage walking to school. This is a
particularly useful tool in helping to improve
the safety of pupils around school sites and to
ease traffic congestion and reduce pollution. It
also helps those pupils who must be driven to
school to increase their levels of activity and
sense of wellbeing. The idea of the scheme
is to promote the permitted use of nearby
car parks e.g., supermarkets, public houses,
community centres, thereby enabling families
to walk the remainder of the way.
Hertfordshire has approximately 147 School
Crossing Patrols (SCPs) operating outside
schools, on busy roads near schools or by
major road junctions. SCPs can legally stop
traffic to enable any pedestrian (child or adult)
to cross the road safely. They provide a vital
service as part of a broader provision of safer
crossing facilities by the County Council and
is part of the Council’s aim of reducing road
traffic casualties whilst encouraging active
travel. Any motorist or cyclist failing to stop
when requested to do so by a School Crossing
Patrol is committing an offence and can be
reported to the police for prosecution. Whilst
carrying out their duties, SCPs consider the
safety of all, including vulnerable road users
such as children, older people, those with
special educational needs and disabilities
and people for whom English is not their first
language.
The very nature of their work means that
School Crossing Patrols encourage active
and sustainable travel which helps reduce
congestion and pollution and helps improve air
quality around school sites. School Crossing
Patrols cross approximately 24,000 primary
school children every morning and afternoon
on their journey to and from school together
with their parents/carers, other adults, and
those with disabilities.
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The environmental charity ‘Global Action
Plan’ have identified that swapping 1 in 4 car
journeys in urban areas for walking or cycling
could save over £1.1 billion in health damage
costs worldwide per year. In this connection,
campaigns supported by the Active and Safer
Travel Team include ‘Anti Idling’ and ‘Clean Air
Day’, ‘Stop Means Stop’ for School Crossing
Patrols and ‘Learn 2 Live’ which is a theatre
in education production aimed at Year 12 and
Year 13 students who are new drivers, riders,
or passengers.
In support of Clean Air Day on the 20th of
June 2019, School Crossing Patrols wore
caps with a Clean Air Day message outside
schools across Hertfordshire and promoted the
campaign by informing hundreds of children
and their parents/carers that the air quality
outside schools would be much improved if
drivers switched their engines off when waiting
outside schools. The SCP Service plans to
build on the success of this campaign by
taking part annually.
S is for School Crossing Patrols #WorkingForYou A-Z
https://youtu.be/PTtIchBfAk4
One of the key cycling promotional initiatives
in Hertfordshire has been Hertfordshire
Cycling (formally Year of Cycling) which
was supported by Public Health.
In March 2017 the Active & Safer Travel
Team began working with Living Streets on
their outreach project ‘Walk To 2017-2020’
was extended to April 2021. HCC officers
supported our partners from Living Streets
as they continue working over 4 years with a
number of primary and secondary schools,
further education establishments and
workplaces to promote walking and active
travel in areas that have been identified as
having particularly poor air quality. The remit
was to identify cleaner and ‘greener’ routes
to schools and workplaces with the aim of
helping to improve air quality and safety
around those sites.
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The Healthy Schools Award is a longstanding Government initiative that promotes
the link between good health, behaviour,
and achievement. It is run by the County
Council’s Children’s Services Department and
encourages pupils, parents/carers, and staff to
walk or cycle to school under safe conditions,
utilising the school travel plan where it exists.
http://www.thegrid.org.uk/learning/hwb/
wellbeing_quality_award/index.shtml
Core themes include PHSE, healthy eating,
physical activity, and emotional wellbeing.
Each theme includes several criteria’s
that schools need to fulfil. Engaging the
children themselves and giving them a
sense of responsibility is an important aspect
of promotional initiatives. For example,
Secondary School Council Conferences
have been run to provide an opportunity for
children on School Councils to discuss school
travel issues with pupils from other schools
and share ideas.
Another example of direct pupil involvement is
the Junior Travel Ambassadors (JTAs) scheme
operating in selected schools across the
county who have a Modeshift STARS travel
plan. JTAs are primary pupils who are selected
by the school to champion the benefits of
active, safer and sustainable travel amongst
their peers and help with the administrative
set-up of competitions and assemblies.
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The Authority is registered with Modeshift
STARS, which is a national initiative to
encourage increased levels of active and
sustainable travel in order to improve the
health and well-being of children and young
people.

5.6 Case Study: The Modeshift
National Sustainable Travel
Awards 2021.
Hertfordshire County Council finalist for Best
Project Under £1000 – Anti-idling Campaign

Every school in England can participate
in Modeshift STARS. On achieving
green, bronze, silver, gold, or platinum
Modeshift STARS accreditation, schools
will have achieved a brand new national
standard school travel plan. https://www.
modeshiftstars.org/
Schools with accredited travel plans receive
a framed certificate to display in order to
promote their good practice to those visiting
the school.
The Active and Safer Travel team produced
signage to be put up outside schools,
accompanied by digital animation shared via
social media and emails to encourage parents
and carers to remember to turn off their
engines whilst waiting outside schools. This
targeted campaign was pitched to 25 primary
schools in Hertfordshire who were aiming
to get bronze or silver Modeshift STARS
accreditations. This is a behaviour change
campaign, using the Nudge Theory.
The campaign met the award criteria as it
was both innovative and creative due to
its strong visual impact. We worked with
our Behavioural Change Unit to ensure the
imagery was powerful enough to influence
our target audience. This was confirmed by
feedback received from a school who said that
parents/carers reacted positively to staff about
the messaging. This campaign was based
on the EAST theory for behaviour change i.e
Easy (the message is easy to understand).
Attractive (attractive to look at). Social (the
message is about doing the right thing for the
community). Timely (the boards are in the
right place at the right time i.e., while parents
and carers are sitting in their cars with their
engines idling and are only in place for a
limited period to maximise their impact and
value).
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This campaign was duplicated by county,
borough, district and parish councils
throughout the country as we provided
these boards to our Highways colleagues for
distribution in town centres and high streets.
We are in the process of offering them to our
colleagues in our Waste Recycling centres
where residents often sit for long periods of
time in their cars with their engines idling whilst
they wait to drop off their items for recycling.
The boards are recyclable and were only in
place outside schools for 6-8 weeks. This
timeframe avoided ‘fatigue’ with the boards
following the initial positive reaction. This
approach enabled the boards to be placed
outside various schools in the same manner.
The boards have also been supplied to our
colleagues in Highways who have placed them
at taxi ranks and loading bays.
The Anti-idling campaign is ongoing and
targeted, offered to a limited number of schools
at any one time. This is so that we could
gauge its effectiveness in achieving behaviour
change at each individual school. In addition,
we collected feedback and evaluations from
each of those schools. The campaign forms
part of a support package Hertfordshire
County Council provides to help schools gain
an accreditation for their school Travel Plan.
This is also Hertfordshire County Council’s
response to the climate emergency and helps
deliver the actions contained in its Sustainable
Hertfordshire Strategy.
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The Active and Safer Travel Team takes
advantage of conferences, training sessions
and seminars to promote the benefits of
active and sustainable travel to education
professionals and school governors.
Regular articles and updates are produced
for the school’s electronic information bulletin,
The Grid and the Schools Travel pages are
regularly updated. https://www.thegrid.org.
uk/info/roadsafety/team/index.shtml
Articles about upcoming active and sustainable
travel initiatives ensure all those associated
with schools are made aware in advance.
A number of other methods are used by the
Authority to promote sustainable travel to
school.
These include: − Providing information to school
assemblies;
− Media coverage when developing a
promotional strategy e.g. through local
radio or newspapers;
− Mail-outs to headteachers and members
of the school community;
− Digital and social media campaigns.
The pedestrian skills training programme,
the Bikeability cycle training programme and
the Independent Travel Training programme
are also important initiatives in the promotion
of sustainable travel to school. These are
discussed in Chapter 4.
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5.7 Objective 5: To inform
children, parents/carers of
the travel options available
to them (including pupils with
special educational needs
and disabilities)
Improving the sustainable transport
infrastructure and promoting its use are
key actions needed to increase the number
of pupils travelling sustainably to school.
However, this will not take place if people
are not informed about the practicalities of
travelling by these methods. This means that,
through a school’s travel plan, parents/carers
and pupils have easy to information about: - Route locations, including whether these are
suitable for pupils to use e.g., is the footway
wide enough and well lit; is there a School
Crossing Patrol, what are the speed limits
of adjacent roads; which areas are traffic
calmed?
- Passenger transport information e.g.,
where is the nearest bus stop or rail location;
which buses and trains run from these and
how often; are they running on time? This can
be accessed through Intalinkwww.intalink.org.uk

5.8 Objective 6: To engage all
schools and colleges in the
Travel Plan process
Government guidance makes it clear that
the SMoTS should consider the needs of
pupils within individual schools rather than
concentrating solely on strategic policies.
Throughout the development of this Strategy,
it was clear that the best way to achieve this
was through the existing school travel plan
process. This has a number of benefits which
are outlined below:

− A number of Hertfordshire schools already
have a Modeshift STARS travel plan, each
one containing a wealth of information
about travel trends within the school and the
perceived barriers and opportunities to active
and sustainable travel;
− The County Council has dedicated
Sustainable Travel Officers having
responsibility for a specific part of the
county. They have built up good working
relationships with many schools and have
excellent local knowledge of the issues
that restrict some pupils from travelling
sustainably;
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− School travel plans are widely recognised
as the most effective way of tackling the
problems associated with car use and are
nationally implemented by Local Authorities;
− The implementation of remedial measures
and the provision of new facilities or initiatives
appropriate to the schools’ unique situation
often result from information outlined in a
school travel plan. They, therefore, act as a
catalyst to implementing positive change;
− Countywide figures in recent years show
sustainable travel amongst pupils has
increased significantly since the introduction
of STPs and the trends within individual
schools are also very positive. The number
of pupils travelling actively and sustainably to

school during 2018/2019 was 70.2% which
includes; Walk, Cycle, Scoot/Skate and Park
and Stride (Modeshift STARS data). Figure
5.1 conveys the 2018/2019 usual modes of
travel data for 68 schools. Figure 5.2 shows
the choice of travel that pupils would prefer to
use in the same 2018/2019 academic year.
There is a large proportion of pupils who
would prefer to walk and cycle to school.
Now schools are encouraged to keep their
travel plans monitored and updated by using
the Modeshift STARS online travel planning
system. This will enable Officers from the
Active and Safer Travel Team to monitor
progress on the implementation of Action
Plans, for modal shift for individual schools and
for the county.

Figure 5.1: How pupils travel to school.
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5.9 Objective 7: To encourage
partnership working and
strengthen links to other plans,
policies and initiatives
Sections 2.2 and 2.3 outline the various plans,
policies and initiatives which link in with the
SMoTS and play a part in its development.
Similarly, SMoTS will help to determine the
direction and success of a number of these
plans.

5.10 Objective 8: To continue
effective SMoTS development
and assess its success
The SMoTS marks the approach to the
implementation of Council polices relating to
sustainable school travel.
The SMoTS development is a continuous
process, and the Government has placed
a duty on Local Authorities to produce an
updated Strategy each year by 31st August.
This provides an excellent opportunity to
assess progress over the past 12 months
and set the key priorities for the coming
year. It also allows longer term actions to be
broken down into more manageable stages if
necessary.
In addition, SMoTS will look to further its
opportunities to consult with key stakeholders.
The Hertfordshire Year of Cycling, the Year of
Walking, the Year of Physical Activity and the
2019 Legacy Year also created opportunities
to engage with colleagues in Public Health and
incorporate active travel into strategies such
as the Healthy Weight Strategy and we have
supported the Year of Physical Activity through
the school travel plan process.
Section 2.6 stresses the importance of
partnership working between individuals
and organisations that have an interest in
school travel such as District Councils, Public
Health, Children Services, Councillors and our
Highways team.
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Case Study: Growing Herts Newsletter, October 2021
The Active and Safer Travel Team provided our achievements to the Growing Herts annual
newsletter. The team continue to showcase our efforts from each workstream to demonstrate our
commitment to encouraging the community to gain access to active and sustainable modes of
travel, along with communications and travel plan monitoring.

1

Platinum Modeshift STARS award for Bishop
Wood Junior School. This was 1 of only 8
awarded in the Country. In July the school also
won the ‘Primary School of the Year’ Modeshift
award for their outstanding travel plan.

Children have taken part in

One thousand eight
Bikeability training since
hundred and seventy six
June 21.

Active & Safer Travel Team

£313.000
Six hundred

of Capability funding from the DfT to
encourage walking and cycling via
planned projects working with the
charity Living Streets and British Cycling.
National Citizen Scheme students received
road safety/driver training at events held in
the summer at the University of
Hertfordshire and Shuttleworth College.

Social media campaigns tackling drug driving
and Project EDWARD reached 24,000 people.

13
26

Bronze Modeshift STARS accreditations for
Next PLC due to their efforts with
encouraging more active, healthier journeys
amongst their staff in Hertfordshire.

Schools have signed up to view our new young
driver road safety programme called Learn2Live
Safely which was launched in October 21.

Eleven

147

New applications received for School
Crossing Patrol vacancies in
Hertfordshire plus 1 for a voluntary site.

School Crossing Patrols received
Safeguarding Training as part of their job
role working with children and families.

Walk to School Week and Clean Air Campaigns
in May reached 42,896 pupils, with 153 schools
taking part.

60%

of all trips originating from and/or ending within the proposed Hemel Garden
Communities and Gilston Garden Town neighbourhoods, will be undertaken
by active and sustainable modes of travel.

Thirteen

%
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increase of schools holding an accredited
travel plan within 2020 and 2021.
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Conclusion
6.1 Conclusion
This Sustainable Modes of Travel Strategy sets the future direction of school travel policy
This Sustainable Modes of Travel Strategy sets the future direction of school travel policy
implementation. It is clear that Hertfordshire County Council already has in place a comprehensive
package of measures to meet its responsibility to improve the sustainable transport network and to
promote its use. Most notably these include school travel plans, School Crossing Patrols and road
safety training for pedestrians and cyclists and the Safer Routes to School programme.
Key to delivering the Sustainable Modes of Travel Strategy will be continuing to promote the
Modeshift STARS online school travel plan system and through the planning application process
when Full Travel Plans are required for new school developments and school expansions.
We will progress with the on-going development of the School Travel section of the County
Council’s website and further use of social media and partnership initiatives. This will ensure
educational reform, the Climate Emergency declared by Hertfordshire County Council in July 2019
and Public Health strategies embrace the concept of active, safer, and sustainable travel at every
opportunity.
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Team response to the COVID19 outbreak
7.1 Introduction
Since the beginning of the Coronavirus epidemic which led to lockdown on the 23rd March 2020,
The Active and Safer Travel Team responded to the Government’s social distancing guidelines in
all the team’s operations. Implementing social distancing measures in town centres and schools
with its associated challenges portrayed the team as a robust and agile service for the health and
safety of those living, studying, working, and commuting into Hertfordshire. There has also been
a huge emphasis on the transition to digital methods and tools such as working from home to
continue to achieve the everyday tasks, which will be discussed throughout this section.

7.2 Social Distancing

7.3 Cycling and Bikeability

Hertfordshire County Council is worked
collaboratively with Public Health and its
district and borough councils, to identify how
and where it needed to make temporary
changes to its roads and footpaths to better
support social distancing. 90 different locations
in Hertfordshire were identified for the possible
widening of footpaths and the reallocation
of road space for social distancing. These
measures were in place predominantly where
there is footfall heavy in shopping locations
and town centres.

Cycling and Bikeability training is being
explored in different ways as we phase out
of COVID19, particularly focused on training
for staff and families. Below are some of
the examples of how we are developing this
service;

Some locations which have narrow roads
and high footfall such as; St Albans, Hitchin,
Bishops Stortford, Hertford and Watford had
social distancing measures such as closing
roads and removing car parking to allow more
space for pedestrians and cyclists. To ensure
the health and safety of our schools, residents,
businesses and workers, Hertfordshire County
Council provided barriers, cones and signage
on lampposts to mark out footways to remind
pedestrians of the 2-metre social distancing
instruction.

• Increased Led Rides

2- metre
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• O
 ffering cycle training for Hertfordshire
County Council staff
• Adult cycle training
• F
 amily cycle training to enable families
to learn together
• W
 ide deployment of technology to
inform where improvements to cycle
infrastructure may be needed
We could further promote HCC’s Pool Bike
Scheme to staff by raising awareness of its
benefits. This would help contribute to HCC
becoming carbon neutral within our own
organisation.
We are also exploring cycle to work schemes
to promote to businesses in Hertfordshire.
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7.4 Learn2Live and Road Safety
Training and Education
Learn2Live
Hertfordshire’s Road Safety Partnership
produced a free online young driver safety
programme for sixth form students entitled
‘Learn2Live Safely’. The programme was
previously called ‘Learn2Live’ and was
delivered as live a event around the county
during September each year. However, due
to the unpredictability of Covid we have now
made the decision to deliver an online video
version to schools and colleges.
The programme itself is 45 minutes long and
only to be viewed within the school or college
setting. It is available all year round and can be
shown to both year 12 and year 13 students.
• This new programme covers the main
aspects of why road collisions often occur due
to risk taking behaviour, such as speeding,
drink and drug driving, not wearing a seatbelt
and becoming distracted.

Road Safety Programmes
Due to the COVID19 outbreak, we were unable
to deliver road safety education within school
settings. However, our Sustainable Travel
Officers (STOs) were able to deliver several of
our road safety programmes into pupils’ homes
and schools using schools’ Microsoft Teams
and Zoom facilities.
The impact of live streaming our road safety
programmes meant that our active and safer
travel messages were still delivered to schools
despite the STOs not being physically in the
school environment. By reducing the need
for STOs to travel, this helped deliver HCC’s
ambitions to achieve cleaner air, to be carbon
neutral for our own operations, to achieve
net zero greenhouse gas emissions and to
increase resource efficiency. During extreme
weather conditions, this opportunity will reduce
the requirement to travel, thereby helping
ensure our service is ready for future climates.

• No graphic images of road collisions or
injuries are included, instead we have
focussed on behavioural change messages to
help students make good positive choices as
both a passenger or a driver.
• To assist us in producing this programme
we have worked closely with the West Herts
College media and drama students, who have
kindly offered their help in producing video
content for this new online version.
The Hertfordshire Road Safety Partnership
has created this programme, as it is still
committed to making roads safer and reducing
road collisions amongst young drivers in
Hertfordshire. Figures show that 80% of young
drivers are safe, however we would like to
improve on that by educating students before
they learn to drive. The new young driver road
safety programme will be updated each year,
following the feedback from our student and
teacher evaluations.
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Case Study: Online Initiatives
Following the lockdown, although a limited
return to schools was possible in June 2020,
due to social distancing and the need to
maintain safety bubbles, the Active & Travel
Team was unable to visit primary schools to
deliver the usual road safety initiatives.
An innovative solution was required, and this
involved exploring the various online meeting
software tools that were available and now
coming into their own to enable work to
continue despite challenging circumstances.
Colleagues within Hertfordshire County
Council, particularly the Driver Training
team proved to be helpful in sharing their
experiences of getting the Speed Awareness
courses for the public into an online format.
With Microsoft Teams being the platform of
choice within Hertfordshire County Council
and staff at schools, initially the shorter
storytelling options to Reception and Year
1 were developed first. Among the points of
consideration were the reliance on the class
teacher to utilise Microsoft Teams in their
classroom and project the broadcast on the
Interactive White Board and the need for
the Sustainable Travel Officers who were
delivering the activity being able to see the
pupils, to ensure there was an engaging twoway experience.
One thing noted during the trials that although
a two-way audio-visual communication was
essential, classroom-based spontaneity
would not be possible due to the time delays
and technical cut-outs inherent in online
transmission. Therefore, Sustainable Travel
Officers would have the difficult balance of
largely lecturing to pupils while maintaining
an empathetic and reactive connection for
listening opportunities to be maximised.
Reception and Year 1 initiative featured road
safety messages via storytelling, so this
proved to be comparatively straightforward,
despite anxieties with technology reliability
and classes whose cameras or microphones
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were not working proving more challenging
with delivery.
However, Year 3 which involved a lesson
about safer places to cross was more involved,
because a manageable method of twoway communication was required. This was
because the lesson required pupils to identify
potential hazards at safer crossing places, in
order to reinforce established practices such
as ‘The Green Cross Code’ and “Stop-LookListen-Think’ which are required at all times.
The two-way communication was achieved
pupils being asked to walk up by the class
teacher to the master laptop computer camera
to speak to the Sustainable Travel Officer to
give their answers before they returned to
their desk and the class discussion continued.
This worked well within the limitations and
pupils enjoyed this quite different method of
interaction and teachers reported that they
were happy with this.
With the popularity of the online ‘Zoom Quiz’
during lockdown, as an interim measure, the
Active & Safer Travel team took a leaf out of
its book by running a Pedestrian Skills quiz
for Year 4 and a Street Engineering quiz for
Year 6. While the first half of both were as
per familiar online quizzes that provided an
element of competition to stimulate thinking
and learning, the second half involved a twoway discussion of the answers with pupils, as
with the Year 3 initiative, to reinforce good and
safe practices when crossing the road.
With schools closed except to children of key
workers in January 2021 and many pupils now
learning from home, the Active & Safer Travel
team considered the ‘Zoom Quiz’ concept
further as a learning tool. As pupils’ devices
were not equipped with Microsoft Teams,
a Year 4 Pedestrian Skills quiz was trialled
using Zoom which was being used by many
schools for registration. For safeguarding,
the school acted as the host and the teacher
was present throughout the session. As many
pupils were at home, it was left by the school
to parents to choose if their children showed
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their faces. Through all the trials, it was clear
that initiative was more effective and enjoyable
for both parties when a face-to-face visual was
possible.
The Year 5 Distractions initiative highlighting
the dangers of mobile device usage while
walking near roads proved to be the biggest
challenge to bring to the online environment.
This was because video content previously
used in the classroom variant was essential
to apply effective messages into a real-life
context. Sharing content using Microsoft
Teams direct from hosting services such as
YouTube and Vimeo proved to be problematic
and not very user friendly while also unreliable,
possibly due to the number of internet hosts
involved in the chain.
Having the video files saved on the Desktop
and accessing it from there using Microsoft
Teams was again not very user friendly but it
was an improvement. There were reliability
problems with videos prone to sticking in
Windows Media Player, although it was later
found using Windows 10 Photos to play video
files that it was more stable and appeared to be
an improvement in reliability.
However, to minimise anxiety in the delivery
of the Distractions activity, YouTube and
Vimeo links were emailed to class teachers in
advance and operated by them as instructed
remotely by the Sustainable Travel Officer
when required. This proved to be a practical
compromise although much was dependent on
the class teacher’s familiarity with t
he technology.
The trials conducted were very satisfactory with
positive approval from the teachers involved.
The initiatives were rolled out after the start of
the 2020 Autumn Term. A total of 92 schools
received Road Safety Initiatives, 224 sessions
with Nursery, Reception, Year 1, Year 3, Year
4, Year 5 and Year 6 pupils were delivered,
so 7846 pupils in Hertfordshire received Road
Safety Education online.

7.5 The School Crossing Patrol
Service
Our School Crossing Patrol’s (SCPs) give
parents/carers and children the confidence to
travel to school safely and sustainably. During
the COVID19 outbreak, the SCP Service
responded promptly to the Government’s
guidance to open primary schools on the 1st
of June 2020 more widely for Early Years
pupils, Reception, Year 1 and Year 6. The
SCP Service took measures to confirm which
schools in Hertfordshire were set to open, with
the specific staggered times that pupils would
be arriving and leaving the school.
Risk assessments were conducted to analyse
the sites for safety reasons and the SCP health
and wellbeing surveys were completed by
STOs. To ensure safer routes to school and
maintain the two-metre social distancing rule,
all the school flashing light crossings were
kept on all day. Some SCP sites were lightcontrolled crossings, so the waiting time was
reduced to prioritise pupils crossing the roads.
The Sustainable Travel Officers went to school
sites to mark out social distancing using
temporary pavement markings and contractors
supported the SCP Service by helping to put
up 500 social distancing signs.
To ensure efficiency when dealing with
issues on site, the use of digital tools such as
FaceTime helped managers to communicate
with the Sustainable Travel Officers to capture
and provide a response to changes in real
time. The result of this effective planning
ensured that 98 out of 142 School Crossing
Patrol sites were in full operation.
During this time, all SCP associated paperwork
was transferred into digital forms- this reduced
the need for STOs to travel to HCC sites to
photocopy paperwork and reduced the demand
for paper and printing costs.

Chi Ming Lai - Sustainable Travel Officer
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7.6 School Streets
School Streets is a concept where roads
outside schools are closed temporarily to
motorised traffic at drop off and pick up times.
This initiative has been designed to address
air quality and road safety concerns.
The School Streets concept has not been
through the Council’s formal process for
adoption, which would allocate funding for
its implementation. However, at the request
of a school’s Headteacher, the Active and
Safer Travel team were available to advise
and support schools about social distancing
arrangements outside their school gates.

7.7 The School Walk
The Active & Safer Travel Team are piloting a
1-year behaviour change project with Living
Streets (the pedestrian charity) to deliver a
new initiative; Hertfordshire’s ‘The School
Walk’.
The initiative aims to take appropriate aspects
of the ‘School Streets’ concept regarding pupil
safety on their journeys to and from school;
adapting them for school communities as a
behaviour change project that encourages
sustainable travel to and from school. This
includes:
• W
 orking intensively with schools
tackling barriers to walking (including
taking traffic surveys, school Route
Audits, engagement sessions with
parents /carers, and air-quality
monitoring.
• Introduce and support delivery of
additional initiatives, including the Active
Travel Ambassadors Scheme, additional
School Crossing Patrols, and walking
maps.
• S
 upport schools to monitor and evaluate
behaviour change through the Modeshift
STARS accreditation framework and
Living Streets’ WOW Travel Tracker.
• Work collaboratively to ensure that the
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project considers district-level health
profiles and complements a range of
county-level strategies including LTP4,
Sustainable Hertfordshire Strategy,
HCC’s Health and Wellbeing Strategy,
our Air Quality Strategy, and our
Diversity & Inclusion Strategy.
• W
 ork with an additional 30 schools
on the WOW Walk to School Outreach
project.

7.8 Supporting the wider
opening for schools in
September 2020
The Active and Safer Travel Team have offered
to produce, on request, Modeshift STARS
#StaySafeGetActive Walking Bubble maps to
support schools with their wider re-opening
and to encourage social/physical distancing
outside of the school gates. These maps were
distributed across school communities.
The idea behind the ‘Walking Bubble Maps’
is to create voluntary car-free zones around
schools, encouraging everyone who can to
‘Get Active’ on their journeys to and from
school. The ‘Walking Bubble’ maps encourage
families that have to travel to school by car to
park at least 5-minute away, thereby creating a
safer space for walking, cycling and scooting.
Fewer cars freed up space around school
sites to make it easier for families to socially
distance and feel safer at drop off and pick up
times. In addition, we were able to provide
advice and guidance on ‘Park and Stride’
schemes for families travelling to school by
car.
“Start Each Day the Active and Safer Way”
– Primary Schools
This campaign was designed to be a 7-day
active travel challenge for primary school
pupils. The aim was to encourage pupils to
travel actively to school. For this fun challenge,
schools chose a week in September 2020
when they encouraged their pupils to walk,
cycle or scoot to school.
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Pupils were asked to record how many steps
they took each day for 1 week and record the
total amount. The successful school that had
the highest record of steps were awarded a
Scooterpod to encourage children to continue
to travel actively to school once the challenge
had finished.
“Be Better Than Before” – Secondary
Schools
This was a poster campaign for secondary
school students to promote being active
in their daily lives. The poster signposted
students to activities which were easily
accessible to all such as the ‘Couch to 5k’

Introducing remote working and conference
calling within the council to complete our
duties worked efficiently, dramatically reducing
the need to travel to the office. This style of
working will be incorporated into the future
planning for HCC’s Workplace Strategy, as
we aim to reach carbon neutral in our own
operations by 2030.

campaign.

79 Lessons learned and future
ways of working
The response to the COVID19 outbreak
proved the resilience of The Active and Safer
Travel Team’s responsibility to keep our
residents and operations safe.
Since the beginning of lockdown, there has
been an increase in active travel. It should be
noted that individuals were advised not to take
public transport, unless they were key workers.
Behaviour change in transport as a response
to the crisis has meant that HCC has been
awarded £1.2 million for the Government’s
Active Travel Fund for short term measures.
HCC was also successful in its bid for a
second tranche of funding being awarded £6.8
million for longer term measures. This was
due to a large proportion of the population
switching their usual mode of transport in
favour of walking and cycling. This behaviour
change was a result of staying safe, socially
distancing and realising the overall health
and wellbeing benefits associated with active
travel. As we phased out of lockdown, we
began building on these new habits, so they
became the main choice of travel.
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email: activesafertravel@hertfordshire.gov.uk
https://www.hertfordshire.gov.uk/services/schools-and
-education/travel-to-school/school-travel-plans.aspx

